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34th CONGRESS,
1st Session.
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

5 REPORT

~ No. 274.

PACIFIC RAILROAD AND TELEGRAPH.
JuLY 24, 1856.-0rdcred to be printed.

Mr.

DENVER,

from the Select Committee, gave notice that, when in
order, he would submit the following

REPORT.
The Sef~ct Committee to whom was referred the bill to provide for tlie
establishment of railroad and telegraphic communication between the
Atlantic States and the Pacific ocean, and for other purposes, beg
leave to make the following report:
The necessity that exists for constructing lines of railroad and telegraphic communication between the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of this
continent is no longer a question for argument; it is concecled by
every one. In order to maintain our present position on the Pacific,
we must have some more speedy and direct means of intercourse than
is at present afforded by the route through the possessions of a foreign
power.
The importance of our Pacific possessions is felt in every pur, uit
and in every relation of life. The gold of California has furnished
the merchant and trader with a capital by which enterprises have
heen undertaken and accomplished which were before deemed impracticable. Our commercial marine has been nearly doubled ince
1848; internal improvements have been pushed forward with a, tonishing rapidity ; the value of every kind of property has been doubled;
and the evidences of prosperity and thrift are everywhere to be seen.
The security and protection of that country from whence havo emanated nearly all these satisfactory results, is of the greatest importance; and that can be accomplished only by direct and ea y c mmunications through our own territories. Railroads will effect thi . At
present, we are forced to resort to a very circuitous route by ea,
through the tropics and across the continent, at the mo t sickly point
in the torrid zone. Should a war break out between our country and
any other maritime nation, or should a difficulty arise with one of the
petty Spanish-American tates through which the e route lie, our
communications would be interrupted, and the unity of our confederacy
actually broken up.
Looking to these fact alone to secure the con truction of th
lines of communication, ha given to them such an importan . ·
never attached to any work of internal improv ment incc th' tune
vhen, during President Jefferson's administration, it wa thouo-h
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cessary to connect the States lying on tbe Atlantic seaboard with the
States lying in the valley of the Mississippi, by means of roads across
the Alleghany mountains. Insignificant as such an undertakinO' as
the building of a wagon road across the Alleghanies may appear n~w
the proposition was then deemed exceedingly difficult and occupied
quite as much of the public attention as the Pacific railroad does at
the present time. The States were then separated only by the mountain range of the Alleghanies, but the western country was so remote
and access to it so difficult, that the construction of a road was con~idered absolutely necessary, and sufficient to authorize -the earnest
attention of Congress. The people of the western frontier were at
that time exposed to frequent incursions of the Indians. Th e country was exceedingly fertile, but the markets were so distant that the
productions were an incumbrance rather than a profit to the farmer,
and vast tracts of rich agricultural lands were suffered to remain an
unbroken waste. The action of the government attracted public attention, and awakened private enterprise. Canals were projected,
and then followed railroads, until every part of that country, which
was but a few years ago called the " far west," bas been brought
within three or four days' communication with the cities on the seaboard , giving a new impulse to commerce, increasing the value of
property, and relieving the frontiers from all the dangers of a hostile
foe. No better example can be given of the benefits resulting from
the construction of railroads, to both public and private property, than
that of the Illinois Central Railroad. On the line of that road the
public lands had been offered for sale many years without finding a
. purchaser, and were at last nduced to the lowest minimum price,
twelve and a half cents per acre. Even this reduction was not sufficient to induce their sale; bnt after the government had given
away one-half to assist in building the road, the other half was very
readily sold for two dollars and fifty cents per acre. Similar results
have followed the building of nearly every other railroad in the country, although in many instances, as in this, the roads came in direct
competition with river and canal transportation.
A railroad across the continent would open up a vast extent of country to settlement, and much of what is now believed to be sterile and
barren will, no doubt, (as in California) be found to yield bountiful1y
to the agriculturist.
These lands are now totally without value, no matter how fertile
they may be, and to the government worthless. By giving away one
half for the construction of the proposed roads, the governm ent will
rthereby attach a value to the remainder; and whatever that value
may be, will be the amount the government is gainer by the transacttion. Your committee have not thought proper to step aside from
1the long established S:fstem of the government in _grant~ng lands o~ly
,to aid in the construct10n of the roads under cons1derat10n, except rncidentally, in the payment for transportation of troops, munitions of
~war &c., and for carrying the mails ; at the same time they have en,dea ;ored to extend to every portion of the country an equal share of
the benefits to be derived from it. Every part of the country, ext~nd.ing from Lake Superior to the Gulf of M_exico, is brought in dir~t
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eontact with ?De or the other of the proposed roads, and from the
:Vestern fro1;1tiers of th~ States lying west of the Mississippi, connexions are easily made with roads already completed to the cities on the
Atlantic seaboard.
By thus combining all the great interests of the country, an effort
has been made to allay sectional jealousies and to bind together more
firmly every part of the country.
The policy of granting lands, or the proceeds of the sales thereof
for the purposes of internal improvements, and to increase the valu~
of the public pr?perty, was early adopted by our government. By
the act of April 30, 1802, one twentieth of the net proceeds of the
sales of the public lands lying within the State of Ohio was set apart
to "he appli~d to the laying out and making public roads, leading
from t_he ~av1gable waters emptying into the Atlantic to the Ohio, to
the said State and through the same ; such roads to be laid out under the authority of Congress, with the consent of the several tates
through which the road shall pass." By the act of May 1, 1802, it
is provided ~ ( that it shall and may be lawful for the ecretary of the
Trnasury to cause to be viewed, marked, and opened, such roads
within th·e territory northwest of the Ohio, as, in his opinion, may
best serve to promote the sales of the public lands in future.'' Both
these acts were approved by Mr. Jefferson, and form the basis on
which all similar acts have been predicated. Every Executive in e
that time approved of similar acts, and the only change made wa in th
manner of making the grant, the lands having been given instead of
th~ net proceeds of the sales thereof. The plan thus proposed pr eludes the necessity of entering into an estimate of the expen e to be
incurred in ~onstructing any of the proposed roads. Nor does it matter how many roads are thus authorized to be constructed. If built,
th€y wiU open up a vast exfamt of country to settlement, and thus the
government and the people will be mutually benefited. If the road
shcm.id not be built within the time specified) the lands revert ~o tl~c
government, and the parties take nothing by the grant. Nothing is
given without a corresponding benefit is to accrue.
.
.
As a means ·o f military defence, the Secretary of War,_m In ~a ·t
annual report, has placed this measure in such a strong ~omt ?f v1 w
that your committee have thought proper to make the follo~mg ·.tract. Alluding to our Pacific possessions, he says: "Thi t?rntory is not more remote from the principal European . tat~s tha~ rom
those parts of our own country whence it wo~ld denve its 1:11htary
supplies ; and some of those States have colo~ies and .P s e 1. n . n
the Pacific which would greatly facilitate their oper~tion ag m. tit.
With these advantages, and those which the attac~mo- force_ alway
has, of choice of time and place, an enemy po se mg a ~on 1 • rnblc
military marine could, with comparatively little co ~ to 1nm _If, 11 , ject us to enormous expenses in giving to our acrfic frontier t}u
prot~tion which it is the duty of the general _g?vernment to affor _
In the first years of a war with any great mant1me P wer, th c. om
f
1
munication by sea could not be relie~ upon for the tranr~J) rtnti ~~ _
supplies from the Atlantic to the Pacific tate . Our naval P u
tablishment would not furnish adequate convoys for the number of

!
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storeships which it would be necessary to employ, and storeships alone
laden with supplies, could not undertake a voyage of twenty thousand
miles, passing numerous neutral ports, where an enemy's armed ves.,.
sels, even of the smallest size, might lie in wait to intercept them .
. The only line of communication, then, would be overland ; and by
this it would be impracticable, with any means heretofore used, to
furnish the amount of supplies required for the ·defence of the Pacific
frontier. At the present prices, over the best part of this route, the
expense of land transportation alone, for the annual supplies of provisions, clothing, camp equipage, and ammunition for such an army
as it would be necessary to maintain there, would exceed $20,000,000.;
and to maintain troops, and carry on defensive operations under those
circumstances, the expense per man would be six times greater than
it is now. The land transportation of each field twelve-pounder, with
a due supply of ammunition for one year, would cost $2,500 ; of each
twenty-four--pounder and ammunition, $9,000 ; and of a sea-coast gun
and ammunition, $12,000. The transportation of ammunition for a
year for 1,000 sea-coast guns, would cost' $10,000,000. But the expense of transportation would be vastly increased by a war, and, at
the rates paid on the same articles during the last war with Great
Britain, the above estimates would be trebled. The time required
for the overland journey would be from four to six months. In point
of fact, however, supplies for such an army could not be transported
across the continent. On the arid and barren belts to be crossed, the
limited quantities of water and grass would soon be exhausted by the
numerous draught animals required for heavy trains, and over such
distances forage could not be carried for their subsistence. On the
other hand the enemy would send out his supplies at from one-seventh
to one-twentieth the above rates, and in less time-perhaps in
one-fourth the time-if he should obtain command of the isthmus
routes.
"Any reliance, therefore, tlpon furnishing that part of our frontier
with means of defence from the Atlantic and interior States, after the
commencement of hostilities, would be vain, and the next resource
would be to accumulate there such amount of stores and supplies as
would suffice during the continuance of the contest, or until we could
obtain command of the sea. Assigning but a moderate limit to this
period, the expense would yet be enormous. The fortifications, depots, and storehouses, would necessarily be on the largest scale, and
the cost of placing supplies there for five years would amount to
nearly one hundred millions of dollars. In many respects the cost
during peace would be equivalent to that during war.
"The perishable character of many articles would render it peThaps
impracticable to put provisions in depot for such a length of time ;
and, in any case, there would be deterioration amounting to some
millions of dollars per year.
" These considerations, and others of a strictly military character,
cause the department to examine with interest all projects- promising
the accomplishment of a railroad communication between the navigable waters of the Mississippi and those of the Pacific ocean. As military operations depend in a greater degree upon rapidity and cer·
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tainty of !llovement than upon any other circµmstance the introduction _of rail way tra~sporta~ion has greatly improved th~ means of defendr~1g our AtlantJC and mland frontiers; and to give us a sense of
~e~urity ±:r~m attack upo~ ~he mos~ exposed portion of our territory,
1t 1s reqms1te tha~ ~he facility of railroai transportation should be extended_ to the Pacifi_c coast. Were such a road completed, our Pacific
coast, mstead of berng further removed in time) and less accessible to
us than !o ~n enemy, would be broug~t within a few days of easy
co~mumcat10_n, and the cost of supplyrng an army there , instead of
bemg many t.ime_s greater to us th~n to him, would be about equal.
We would be relieved of the necessity of accumulating large supplies
on that coast Jo waste, perhaps, through long years of peace; and we
could feel entire confidence that, let war come when and with whom
it may, before a hostile expedition could reach that exposed frontier,
an ample force could be placed there to repel any attempt at invasion.
"From the results of the surveys authorized ~y Congress, we derive,
at least, the assurance that the work is practicable; and may dismiss
the apprehensions which, previously, we could not but entertain a to
the possibility of defending our Pacific territory through a long war
with a powerful maritime enemy.
"The judgment which may be formed as to the prospect of its completion, must control our future plans for the military defence of that
frontier; and any -plan for the purpose which should lea-ve that consideration out of view, would be as imperfect as if it should disregard
all those other resources with which commerce and art aid the operations of armies.
"Whether we shall depend on private capital and enterprise alone
for the early establishment of railroad communication, or shall promote its construction by such aid as the general government may constitutionally give; whether we shall rely on the continuance of peace
until the increase of the population and resources of the Pacific States
shall render them independent of aid from those of the Atlan~ic slope
and· Mississippi valley, or whether we shall adopt the. exte1:1sivc system of defence above referred to, are questions of public policy which
belongs to Congress to decide.
..
'' Beyond the direct employment of such a road for military purpo, ,
it has other relations to all the great interests of our c~nfederacy? political, commercial, and social, the prosperitr ?f which ess ntially
contributes to the common defence. Of these 1t is not my purpo e to
treat, further than to point to the additional resource which it wo~ld
develop, and the increase of population which mu t atte1:1cl upon giving such facility of communication to a country so tcmp_tmO' to nt rprise, much of which, having most valuable producti::, IS yond tho
reach of market."
·
Some of the considerations which bear upon the que tion ubmitt (1
to the committee have thus been briefly uggested.
ut we cl~ not
deem it necessary to enter upon an extended argument t l~ow ·1th •r
the constitutional power of Congr~s to aid the con tructwi! f ~ h l
1
proposed roads) or its duty to exere1 e that power .. The 1~1!hli 11 1•
1
has already formed its _judgment O? b~th the e P?mt · 1 h P/ 1; \
press, popular assemblies, and leg1 lat1ve re olut10n , hav l

v
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with a concurring voice ; and recent representative conventions of the
Democratic party at Cincinnati, and the Republican party at Philadelphia have, with most remarkable unanimity and emphasis, declare<l the will of tbe people on this subject in resolutions intended for
our instruction. The committee have deemed it their duty to give
effect to this general wish, and have examined with much care the
various plans which have from time to time been proposed.
They have thought proper to change the provisions of the bill referred to them very materially-preferring to make the grants directly
to companies whose interests and well-established ability give assurance that they will press the work forward to completion at the earliest day possible.
They therefore report the following bill, and recommend its adoption.

A BILL to provide for the estahlishment of railroad and telegraphic communication between the Atlantic States and Pacific Ocean, and for other purposes.
SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and House qf Representatives of
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That for the purpose
of aiding in the construction of a railroad and telegraphic communication from the western boundaries of Missouri and Iowa, north of the
thirty-eighth and south of the forty-fourth degrees of north latitude, to
some point on the navigable waters of the Pacific ocean, in the State
of California, the railroad companies herein named, and their associates, successors, and assigns-that is to say, the Hannibal and St.
Joseph Railroad Company, and the Pacific Railroad Company, of the
State of Missouri ; and the Burlington and Missouri River Railroad
Company ; the Philadelphia, Fort Wayne and Platte Valley Railroad Company ; the Mississippi and Missouri Railroad Company ; the
Iowa Central Air-line Railroad Company; the Dubuque and Pacific
Railroad Company ; and the North Iowa Railroad Company, of the
State of Iowa, and their associates, successors, and assigns-are hereby authorized to extend their said several roads from their western
termini westwardly, through the territories of the United States, so
as to form a junction with each other at some point near Fort Kearney,
and not south of the same, or at such point as, after actual survey,
may be agreed upon by all the parties constructing their several roads
to said junction; and from the place of said junction they may conjointly extend a line westward to the eastern boundary of the State of
California, and from thence, with the consent of the legislature of
said State, to some point to be by them selectecl on the navigable
waters of the Pacific ocean, and also connect by means of a branch
.railroad with the cities of Marysville, Sacramento, Stockton, and San
Jose; and, to enable them to construct the same, together with a
telegraphic line along each, there shall be, and hereby is, granted to
each one of said railroad companies the right of way for one hundred
feet in width along the entire line of each of said railroads (with
land sufficient for all necessary sites for depots, watering places, and
workshops) to the point of junction at Fort Kearney ; and every
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aiter?ate section of land designated on the maps of the survey of the
pubhc lands (wl:1-en mad~) by uneven numbers, for six sections in
width on each side of said roads, for the entire leno-th from their
present weste:n term_ini to said place of junction, to b: held and conveyed as herem provided; and m all cases where the United States
shall have dispose_d of any such lands, or shall from any cause be unable to convey a title t~ere~o, the deficiency may be made up from the
nearest vacant lands m like manner, by alternate sections bv the
pa:ty or par~ies entitled th~reto, from any unoccupied and u~appropnatetl public lands belongmg to the United States within the territories north of thirty-eight and south of forty-four degrees of north
latit~de ; and ~rom th~ place _of said junction there is hereby granted
to sa1cl compames, their associates, ~uccessors, and assio-ns or to such
of them as _shall: :vithin one year from the passage of thi~ act, by an
agreement m wntmg properly executed between them, and filed in the
Department of the Interior, associate for the construction of said road
westward to the navigable waters of the Pacific ocean, in the State of
California, and the branch to San Jose, every alternate section of land
designated on the maps of the survey, when made, by uneven numbers, for thirty sections in width on each side of the length of saicl
road, commencing at the point of junction aforesaid, and extending to
a point two hundred miles west of the same, and thence in like manner
forty alternate sections in width on each side of said road to the we tern base of the Sierra Nevada range, and thence through the tate of
California, in like manner, six alternate sections of land per each
mile of railroad, including the branch aforesaid, which lands may,
at the request of the parties hereinbefore mentioned, be withdrawn
from sale or en try, and if required so to be, shall be surveyC(l under
the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, and be held and c nveyed as herein provided; and in all cases where the United tatcs
may have disposed of any such lands, or shall from any cause be unable to convey a title thereto, or when such land shall be condei:nncd
by the United States surveyors as unfit to be surveyeJ., the deficiency
may be made up in like u1anner by alternate sections, by the party ~r
parties entitled thereto, from the nearest unoccupied and unappr?rmaten. public lands belonging to the United States north of the tlurtyeighth deo-ree of north latitude: Provided, however, That fo~ nch.
deficiencv in the State of California and also in lieu of all min ral
lands in ~said State, (which are excepted from ~he grant her in m~~cl ,)
such selection may be made from any unoccupied and u1;1~PP: 0 pn,1._t
lands of the United States within the said State of aldorn1,, lymrr
north of the thirty-seventh degree of no~·th l:1titude; _but th~ gr~nt
of lands herein made to the State of Cahforma shall m no wt, 11npair the r,ight of the State of California, first to select _uch lanc1 a
sa_id State is entitled to, ~n~ said selections to b~ made. m .ac~o~<lH,i~~c
~1th the provisions of ex1stmg laws: 4nd provi~ed Ju; the,, 'Ili,1.t \ 1
title to said lands shall vest in the parties aforesaid only a. · uch rno.
1
shall be constructed and no patent shall issue for said land . ~ // ~
each fifty miles of s~id roads sha~l be C?mpleted: f1.r1,d f!''OVI~ •
ther That any of the said compames which shall fail to coti. t;.11 ti 1Y
mil~s of road west of the Missouri river within three year rom

fif;-
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passage of this act shall not be entitled to any of the lands, but the·;
lands thus forfeited shall be divided equally among the companies
which shall within said time complete said length of road not to exceed six additional sections per mile to each of said roads. And to
aid in the construction of a railroad from the city of Sacramento to
the city of Benicia, a grant of public lands to the State of California,
of the same amount per mile as is granted to aid in building a branch
railroad to San Jose, is hereby made for the use of the San Francisco
andSacramentoRailroad Company, upon the like conditions and limitations, and upon the further condition that the railroad shall be completed on or before the fist. day of January, eighteen hundred and
sixty: And provided further, That if the said Hannibal and St.
Joseph and the Pacific Railroad Companies, of the State of Missouri,
and the said Iowa Central Air-line, the Dubuque and Pacific, and the
North Iowa Railroad Companies, of the State of Iowa, or either of
them, instead of forming a junction with other roads at or near Fort
Kearney, as before provided, shall desire to extend their respective
roads, or if any two or more of them shall unite and conjointly extend one line of road on either side of said route, for the purpose of intersection with the road from Fort Kearney to the Pacific ocean, at.some point further west than said Fort Kearney, they are hereby'
authorized so to do ; and the same grant of lands per mile (that is to
say, six alternate sections per mile) shall be extended to them respectively or conjointly, for each mile of railroad by them actually
built, in the same manner as is provided in case of a junction at or
near Fort Kearney: And provided further, That the extent of interest
which each of the aforesaid companies shall acquire in the grant of
lands herein made for the construction of a railroad and line of telegraph from Fort Kearney westward, to the western termini, by complying with the conditions contained in this act, as also the interest
they shall thereby obtain in the construction of said lines from Fort
Kearney westward, shall be in proportion to the amount of money
each company shall actually pay in for the construction of such line or
lines of railroad and telegraph.
SEc. 2. And be it further enacted, That the government of the
United States shall at all times have the preference in the use of said
roads and of all other roads provided for in this act, for transportation
purposes, and also in the use of said lines of telegraph; and, as
compensation for such usesJ that is to say, for the use of such railroads for postal, military, and all other government purposes, and
for the use of said telegraphs as well in time of war as of peace, the
United States shall pay to the said parties, proprietors of said roads,
a sum not to exceed five hundred dollars per mile per annum (unless
otherwise provided by Congress) for the period of ten years from and
after the entire completion of said roads, or at that rate for any portion of the same, should the government wish to use any part of said
road before the whole line shall be completed; but should the government transportation and business on said roads be so great as, at the
customary rates of charges on said roads, to exceed in value fifty per
cent. of the sum proposed per annum, estimating the mail service at
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three hundred doll::trs a mile_a_nnually, then the government will pay
for such extr~ serv_ice an add1t10nal compensation to be fixed by Oongres~; but m ~his allowance the several . railroads projected and
herem named, till completed to the point of junction, shall be considere~ as one li~e of road and telegraph, and the payment to each shall
be m proport10n to the amount of work which such road shall do
the payment for mail matter to be equally divided between them· but
should any of them fail, neglect, or refuse to unite then the ;hole
amount.shall,. in like manner, be paid to the remai~ing company or
compames which shall construct the road as herein directed: Provided,
liowever, rrhat the government shall be forever entitled to the use of
said roads and telegraph _lines for the purposes herein designated,
and at a rate of compensat10n not greater than that heretofore specified, unless otherwise provided by Congress: Ll..nd provided further,
That all the Ian~ hereby granted for right of way and the purposes
of depots,· watermg places, and work-shops, shall be exempt f'rom
taxation in the Territories while they may remain such.
SEC. 3. And be it further enacted, That, if the parties hall fail to
build the ra}lroads and telegraph lines bereinbeforc provided for
within the period of ten years from the date of the location and
establishment of the line, which location shall be made within three
years from the passage of this act, or shall substantially fail, neglect,
or refuse to prosecute the work undertaken by said parties in a manner to secure the completion thereof in the time stipulato<l, or hovld
such parties violate the terms herein preseribed, then all the ricrht
of the said parties to the uncompleted part of said road r rilrht of
way, the property thereto belonging, and the land not lat ntcd,
shall be forfeited, and the United States may and hall nter upon
and possess the same. In the event of such forfeitur , to be d tormined by the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Interior, and
the Postmaster General the said Secretaries and Postma.'t r G neral
shall proceed to re-let' the said roads and ]in.es unc?mpl~t _d und~r
such forfeited contract in such manner a , m th Ir o 1mon, will
.
'
.
~ecurc their earliest completion; and _for this ?-rpo e tl ey ar author~zed to transfer everything thus forfeited, to. aid ub equent. c ntr, _ctrng parties ; the United States to. pay nothmg ~ore than 1 _h. rembefore appropriated, and reserving all the nght an prml rr
hereinbefore specified.
SEc. 4. And be it further enacted, That all_ grant and. ontract .
made in pursuance of this act for the construction an<l k prn r u1
said railroad and telegraphic lines are, and hall e, ma.<l on he
express condition that said lines of railroad and t locrraph lull
constructed in a substantial, thorou~h, an<l workm nlil· ,
with all necessary drains, culv rt , bridge , viaduct , er si~ir , tu_rnouts sid1·no-s watering-place and all other appurt n nc , in luclm"
1
'
b '
'
•
the furniture
of the road equal
m
all re pect t a r
o{' tl 1 fi~ .
class, when prepared
bu ine, , with rail. f th b~ t qu: ~it.
1 1
weighing not less than sixty ound to the yard, an of c _11 11 1' !
gauge; and shall also provide for and requi~ a t le~rayh lm ,utl
each road, of the most approved and sub tant1al de cnpt10 u.

fo;.
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SEC. 5. And be it further enacted, That there shall be, and hereby
are granted to the States of Louisiana, Arkansas, and Missouri, severahv ten alternate sections of land per each mile of railroad, and
on e~dh side thereof, to aid in the construction of railroads and tele{?rap h lines from New Orleans, via Opelousas, to Shrevesport; from
Vicksburg, via Shrevesport, to the west boundary-line of Louisiana;
and from the Iron mountains, in Missouri, via Little Rock, to Shrevesport, and to the railroads running westwardly from Cairo, Memphis,
and Gaines' Landing, deducting so many acres therefrom as may have
been granted heretofore for any part of any road or branch herein
named. Fifty miles of each of said roads and branches shall be built
within three years, and the remainder thereof shall be completed
within :five years thereafter, or the lands lying upon the unfinished
portions of any road or branch shall revert to the United States. The
title to the lands shall vest in said States respectively, in the manner
prescribed in acts of Congress granting public lands to said States for
kindred purposes, and subject to corresponding limitations and restrictions, except as modified or altered by the provisions of this act.
SEc. 6. And be it /1-1,rf her enacted) That the several railroad companies authorized, or who may be authorized, by said States of Louisiana, Arkansas, and Missouri, severally, to construct railroads along
the routes indicated in the preceding section, together with such company or companies as are or may be authorized by the States of Texas
and California, severally, to construct a railroad or railroads along
the route between San Francisco and Shrevesport, or such one or more
of said companies as may elect to avail themselves of the privileges
herein granted, are hereby authorized to construct a railroad from El
Paso, or from some point between El Paso and Fort Fillmore, in New
Mexico, upon the line separating that Territory from the State of rrexas,
to the State of California, and thence, with the assent of said State, to
the city of San Francisco ; and two branches-one to San Diego, and
the other to a suitable point on the Pacific ocean, or to navigable
waters leading thereto. The company or companies electing to build
said railroad shall file, within twelve months from January next, in the
Department of the Interior, their written acceptance of the grant herein
contained, and within three years thereafter shall build and equip not
less than fifty miles of said road. And, to aid in the construction of
said railroad and telegraph line, there are hereby granted to said c0mpany or companies thus filing as aforesaid their acceptance of the provisions of this section, upon the conditions, limitations, and restrictions
stated in this act, forty alternate sections of land per mile of road, lying
on each side of said railroad, beginning on the boundary line of the
State of Texas, in the Territory of New Mexico, and extending to the
one hundred and eighteenth degree of longitude west from Greenwich,
and from thence, ten sections per mile, to the terminus of said road,
and the same quantity of land per mile to aid in the construction of
each of the two branches thereof. And all privileges as to right of
way, donation of lands, and of all other kinds whatsoever, granted
to the company or companies authorized by this act to construct a railroad west wa rd from Fort Kearney, are hereby granted to and conferred upon the company or companies that shall undertake to con-
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struct a railroad from Texas to San Francisco : Provided, however
That .th~v_ ~hall also be subject to the same restrictions, limitations:
and liabilities, as the company or companies authorized to build said
railro_ad and tel~grap~ line west from Fort Kearney. The pay for
carryrng the m~1l, freight, or p~rsons, for the United States, shall be
the same per mile an both routes; and whenever a railroad shall be
co11;-plete~ from Shreves port to New Mexico, the pay for carrying the
mail, freight, or persons, for the United States over said road shall
be the s~me per mil~, and subject to the same conditions, as stip~1lated
to be paid for carrymg the same on the railroad authorized to be built
from Fort Kearney to California.
SEC. 7. And be it further
enacted, That for carryinO'
,
b freiO'ht
O
l mails ,
a~d persons for the U mt~d. States, the railroads herein provided for
w1thm the States of Lomsrnna, Arkansas, and Missouri shall be allowe~ _Per mile ~he same rat_e of compens~tion, and be subject to like
conditi?ns, as du~cted _by this act to be paid to the railroad companies
a!lthonzed to bmld railroads from Fort Kearney east to the Missouri
nver.
SEc. 8. And be it further enacted, That the Pacific Railroad Company of Missouri may extend its Southwest Branch railroad from
Springfield, with the assent of said State, to such point on the railroad from San Francisco to Texas as said company, after makin o- the
necessary surveys, may select ; and to aid in the construction of said
Southwest Branch railroad from Springfield to the Texas and an
Francisco railroad there is hereby granted to said Pacific Railroad
Company of Missouri one half of the quantity of public lands-reference being had to the number of miles of railroad to be builtwhich is granted by this act to aid in constructing the main r ad
from San Francisco to Texas, together with similar right , privile 11 e_,
and immunities, (except as to the rate of compensation for ervicc to
the United States which shall be hereafter fixed by ongre ,) and
subject to the same restrictions, as said main roarl ; deficien ie of
l~nd arising from like causes shall be made up in like ~anner a provided for by this act for the benefit of the road run~m o- we t fr m
Fo_rt Kearney; fifty miles of said Southwe_ t ~ranch railroad hall be
bmlt within four years, and the whole w1tl11?- fifteen year . from the
date of this act · no lands shall be sold by said company 1m r t th
completion of t;enty-five miles of the road,_ and then only o 11m~1y
sections as are granted for such twenty_-five mile of_r acl, an l, _n f r
each twenty-five miles of road _as fims~ 'd. If aid c mpa_ny fail t
complete said road within the time specified, the lands h r rn gmnte
shall revert to the United States: P rovided, rrlrnt the om1 n h, 11 not
be deprived of lands for so many mile of railroad a it h 11 _a ~na.lly
construct, equip, and rm~, but onl:r of the amo~u~t grant <~ t . , ul m t~10
con struction of the port10n of railroad remammo- unbmlt. And p,ovided further, That in no case provided for in t_hi a~t h 11 p,~tl'nt.
for lands issue in advance of the actual complet10n f th por 10 11 f
road in aid of the construction of which they were rant cl.
. .
SEc. 9. And be it further enacted, That for th purpo '. of .1 ulm'
in the construction of a railroad and t legraphic commumm ti 11 l ·-
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tween the northern lakes and the Pacific ocean, north of the fortyfourth degree of north ]atitude, there is hereby granted to tbe Northern Lakes and Pacific Railroad Company, of which Alexander Ramsey is president, and to their associates, successors, and assigns, the
quantity of twenty sections of land per mile for the length of this
line of railroad and telegraph, from such eligible point as may be selected by them for their eastern terminus, near the lake or river St.
Croix on the western boundary of the State of Wisconsin, by way of
St. Paul, to the one hundredth degree of longitude west from Greenwich, and the quantity of forty sections per mile from said last mentioned point to such point on the navigable waters of Puget' s sound
as said company may select for the western terminus of said railroad
and telegraph ; and there is also hereby granted to said railroad company the quantity of forty sections ofland per mile to aid in the construction of a branch line of railroad and telegraph, commencing on
their main line at some suitable point, to be by them selected west of
the Rocky mountains, and running to the Columbia river at or near
the mouth of the Willamette river, in the Territory of Oregon ; and
the quantity of twenty sections of land per mile is also hereby grant. ed to said company, to aid in the construction of a branch railroad
and telegraph line from the main line of said Northern Lakes and
Pacific Railroad, at such point east of t.he one hundredth degree of
longitude, west from Greenwich, as said company may select, to some
point on Lake Superior to be by them selected; but all the grants of
land provided for in this section are to be taken with all the conditions, limitations, restrictions, and reservations, and the selections of
lands shall be made in the same manner, as are prescribed and provided for in the grants herein made to aid in the construction of lines
of_ railroad and telegraph between the thirty-eighth and forty-fourth
degrees of north latitude.
SEc. 10. .And be it further enacted, That if any railroad already
located shall be used for any portion of the railroads herein provided
for~ then the lands heretofore granted by the United States to aid in
the construction of such railroads shall be deducted from the quantity
hereby granted to such road or portions of road: Provided, however,
That if it should be found that the lands thus heretofore granted to
any of the roads proposed to be extended under this act, to aid in its
construction, shall fall short of the full amount intended to be appropriated thereto, then said road shall be entitled to make up the deficiency out of any unoccupied and unappropriated lands of the United
States within the State or Territory in which such road is located ;
and on the approval by the Secretary of the Interior of the sflections
made by such company, h e shall issue patents or certified lists therefor: And provided further, Tbat if the parties herein before named
desire to lay down more than one tract, they are hereby authorized so
to do.
SEC. 11 .And be it further enacted, That the said lines of railroad
and telegraph shall be kept in good repair and in good working
order by the proprietors thereof; and for any unwarrantaLle delay in
the transmission of messages, or the transportation of troops, stores,
mails, and other things that may be required by the United States,
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the said companies shall be subject to such fines and penalties as may
be hereafter directed by law, and the same shall be deducted from the
moneys to ~e paid for ~uch services to the said companies or company.
And the said compames or company shall severally make an annual
report of th~ progress and condition of said roads and telegraphic
lines respectively to the Secretary of War, and the Secretary of War
may appoint any engineer of the United States to make the necessary
examination, and report from year to year.
SEC. 12. An1 be it f1.t~ther: enacted, That _the lands hereby granted
shall be exclusively applied m the construct10n of the roads for which
they are respectively granted and selected, under the requirements of
this act, and the same shall be applied to no other purposes whatsoever.
SEc. 13. And be it further enacted, That this act shall not be construed as applying to any lands hitherto reserved by the United
States for any purpose whatsoever, or to lands in any manner selected
or reserved by any competent authority under the provisions of existing laws: Provided, however, That the right of way, as 11 ':!reinbofore provided, is granted through such reserved lands not in the
actual occupancy by the United States for purposes inconsistent therewith: And provided further, That no road shall be located through
anv Indian reservation or Territory, except upon the written approval
of the Secretary of the Interior, and the consent of the Indian tribe
or tribes interested therein, previously obtained by the government
of the United States.
SEc. 14. And be it further enacted, That the section's an~ parts of
sections of land remaining to the United States on each 1de of the
roads herein provided for, shall not be sold for less than double tho
minimum price of the public lands.
.
SEc. 15. And be it further enacted, That all mrneral , whether of
g old silver copper tin or quicksilver, shall be, and hereby ar , x' reserved
'
' excepted
'
. all grants or conveya.nc of l an ds
and
m
pressly
made by the United States to any per on or per on , co~pany or
companies, whatsoever; and Congress shall hereafter dir ct the
manner of working such mines.
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MINORITY REPORT.
JULY

24, 1856.

Mr. ,J. M. Woon, from the Select Committee, gave notice that, at a
proper time, he should submit the following minority report:
The undersigned, being one of the Select Committee to whom was referred
the subJect of the construction of a ra·ilroad from the Atlantic States to
the Pacific ocean, and dijfering from the views entertained by a maJority of that committee, asks leave to submit the following as a minority report:

It is admitted by all parties that it is desirable to have constructed,
as speedily as may be, a railroad from the valley of the l\Iississippi
river to the Pacific ocean. The agitation of this question during the
past few years has necessarily had the effect of rendering the project
somewhat familiar to the popular mind. The subject is unquestionably one which involves many difficulties, owing in part to the vastness of the country embraced within the limits explored, and the
numerous and perhaps conflicting interests that are struggling for
particular and favorite routes. The question, therefore, should be
approached, as far as possible, without prejudice, and with the leading view of accommodating the largest possible portion of the community who are to be benefited by this great work. It m&y safely be said
that a majority of the people now demand that the government of the
United States should take early measures to provide for the construction of a wagon road and a railroad from some point in the Mississippi
valley to the Pacific coast. Having given the subject some consideration, I have come to the following conclusions, namely:
That, to accomplish this object with certainty, and in a reasonable
time, the government of the United States must furnish the cash
means to prosecute the work. The mode in which these means may
be furnished is indicated at the conclusion of this report.
That, in selecting a route for this line regard should be had to the
geographical position of the thirty-one States of the Union relatively
to each other as they are now formed and settled; and also to other
lines of railway now leading to the Mississippi valley.
By an examination of the map of the United St:ates, and tracing the
different lines of railroad thereon designated, the converging termini
of these roads will be found to be at a point on the Missouri river,
somewhere between the parallels of thirty-nine and forty-one degrees
of north latitude; and from such a point the road should be commenced at this end, and follow the most direct and practicable route
to San Francisco. The harbor of San Francisco is acknowledged to
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be the best on the Pacific coast ; and that port is now the great centre
of all the commercial relations of our western coast. The Columbia
river_ at the north will_ in ti1;1e become a point of importance as a commercial port for the rnhab1tants of Oregon and Washington Territories, and at the sout)1 we have ~he port of San Diego, with a good
harbor, but less capacious than either of the others. It is believed,
however, that no ~oute can. be made generally satisfactory, under the
present s_tate of thrngs, which does not contemplate San Francisco as
the t.ermmus on the west, and at the east some point sufficiently central
to accommodate the greatest amount of population and business enterprise. In this instance, as in all others of a like nature, the same rule
of action should be observed which lies at the foundation of all success
namely, a due regard to the great centres of commercial enterprie;
and industry. Keeping this idea in view, it will be at once conceded
that, other thingi, bein~ equal, this road, if built at all, should be
built through such districts as will be most likely to concentrate the
largest amount of population in the shortest time.
The explorations and surveys, reports of which accompany the report of the Secretary of War, are sufficient to decide upon what route
the road should be built. There are undoubtedly preferences according to sectional localities; but, if only one road is to be built, the
weightiest arguments would unquestionably tend to a decision in favor
of a route which, if practicable, will accommodate the greatest amount
of the busy population of the country.
The determination of a route for a railroad is not al ways to be governed by the facility or cheapness with which it may be constructed.
If such were the case, many roads would be built in favorable localities where there are but limited means for their support.
The map and profiles accompa:1y~ng_ the Secretary's rCI_)Ort indicate
five distinct routes from the M1ssiss1pp1 valley to the Pacific ocean.
Profile No. 1 is of the most northern line, commencing at t. Paul,
and terminating either at Vaucouver, or Columbia river, or Seattle,
in Port Discovery, on Puget's sound. .
Profile No. 2 is of a line commencrng at Westpor~ or_ mouth of
Kansas river, passing through South Pass, and termmatmg at the
same point as No. 1.
.
.
.
· Profile No. 3 is of a line commencmg at Council Bluff:, and er _mer
through the Cheyenne and Bridger's Pass~s of the Roel y m~unta1n , ,
and near Salt Lake across the Great Basrn, through Maclelrnc la
and Sacramento valley, to Benicia, in San Franci co bay.
.
Profile No. 4 is of the central route, t~rough angr cl hn to and
Coo-che-to-pa Passes to the Great Basrn, where the r ut wa abandoned as impracticable.
.
.
,
Profile No. 5 is of a cross-route from Independence, M1 soun, to El
Paso del Norte.
.
.
Ii ,
Profile No. 6 is of a route from Fort m1th, passmg near anta ',
and terminating at San Pedro.
,
Profile No. 7 is the southern route, fron: ulton, through M I a.'
El Dado, mouth of the Gila, an~ org?~1a Pa , to Martinez, on a
arm of San Francisco bay, oppo 1te Bemcia.
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Profile No. 8 is a spur of the last-named route, commencing at Indianola Texas a harbor on the Gulf of Mexico.
'I.1be i'nformation contained in the report and estimates furnished by
the ecretary of War would lead to the rejection of all th ese routes,
except the 1st, 3d, and 7th-that is to say, the routes of the 47th,
41st and 32d parallels of latitude.
O~ profile No. 2 there is no estimate or reI?ort, t½e minutes seeming to be made up by former reports not combmed with the late surveys or explorations.
Profile No. 4 is left unfinished , and is declared impracticable.
Profile No. 5, a cross-line, is not suitable for the road in question.
Profile No. 6 is considered as too expensive, and is objectionable on
the score of hjgh grades.
From the reports it appears that the nature of the explorations will
not admit of determining the amount of curvature upon any of these
lines; and, as regards the estimates: probably no two of them were
made by the same party-consequently no one standard of expense
could have been assumed to govern all the estimates. Thi8 is exhibited in the fact that upwards of twenty millions of dollars were added
to the estimates of Governor Stevens for the northern route, and a
very large amount deducted from the estimates for the southern route;
thus making the estimates for the northern line read $140,871,000,
instead of $117,121,000, and reducing the estimate of the southern
line to $93,120,000 . The estimate for the route by the 35th parallel
(profile No. 6) is left undisturbed at $169,000,000, though it is stated
to be in excess of the probable cost.
The profiles of all these routes exhibit only the lines of average
grades. Undoubtedly many undulations will occur jn construction
which are not at present represented. An analysis of what is given
is shown in the following table:
----- -----

--· --

Total length Grades level Grades be- Gradr.s beof road.
and up to
tween 30
tween 60
30 feet.
and 60 feet. and 90 feet.

Grades
above 90
feet.

-- -

-

Maximum grade.
L ength .

Rate
p'r mile.

-Profile No. 1, northern line.

Miles.
2,025

Miles.
1,761

Mil es.
264

....

2,152

1,903

95

38

116

Profile No. 3, central line ..

1,988

1,747

164

71

6

Profile No. 6, and part of
No. 7 ..•....•.•.••...••.

2,298

1,837

219

101

141

Profile No. 7, southern line.

2,039

1,661

179

112

87

Profile No. 2 ..•••••.•

Miles.

...........

Miles.
/ Miles,
..... .. .....
25

I
I
I
I

Feet.
60

3.5

324

3.6
3.5

-183
--

7.2

173

125

On an examination of this table, the extraordinary proportion existing among all the lines of somewhere about eighty-five per cent. of
the length of each, consisting of gradients of thirty feet per mile and
less to a level, will be apparent.
Profile No. 1, of the northern line, is very favorable, and must be
allowed to be superior to all the others, both in its grades and the
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small sull?- of asce~t and_ desce1;1-t.

·were there no other questions to
be taken mto cons1derat10n, thi~ _route would certainly be preferable
to ~11 the _othe;s as regards fi~cihty of c?nstruction. The objections
to it are, i!s high northern latitude, leavrng almost the whole United
States. terntory to the so~th ?f it; its re~uiring a tunnel at Cadotte
Pas$ four and a half miles m ler_igth ; its terminating in a remote
corner of the country at a great distance from the commercial centre
of th,e Pacific coast; and its high cost as given in the Secretary of
War s report.
Profi_le No. 2 represents a line terminating at the same points as
ab~ve, is longer t_han t?at of ~o. 1, and is more objectionable on account
of its gra~es, tl11rty-e1ght miles of which rate from sixty to ninety
feet per mile, and one hundred a~d sixteen miles rate from ninety to
three hundred and twenty-four feet per mile. ,
Route No. ~-the central route, as respects grades-is second only
to No .. 1, and ~s greatly s~perior to _any of the others_. It has seventyone miles, ratrng from sixty to nmety feet per mile, and only six
miles above ninety feet per mile-the maximum grade being one hundred and twenty-five feet per mile; but that grade is only three miles
and six-tenths of a mile in length. Besides, the whole of this extremehigh grade is concentrated at the western pass uf the Sierra Nevada
mountain, and may probably· be modified so as to be reduced to a rate
of ninety feet per mile, or less. Indeed, jt is stated in the report that
a new, and apparently more feasible, route has been discovered in e
the report of Lieutenant Beckwith was made. The total rise an<l fall
in this line is twenty-nine thousand one hundred and twenty feet.
Profile No. 6, continued to San Francisco bay by the we tern portion of profile No. 7, shows one hundred and forty- nc miles' length
of gradients rano-ing above ninety feet per mile, with a maximum
grade of one hun°dred and eighty-three feet per mile for three ancl a
half miles, and a total cost of $169,000,000.
Profile No. 7 represents the southern route two thousand and thirtynine miles from Fulton to San Francisco bay. A re pect crradc ,
this line is much inferior to that of profile No. 3, the central line.
There are one hundred and twelve miles having grades varying fr m
sixty to ninety feet, and thirty-seven miles ,~ith grades au?v ninety
feet per mile to which must be added a maximum grade of one hundred and sev~nty-three feet per _mile for a di ta~cc ?f ven mi! and
two-tenths of a mile. These high grades are ch tnbutccl cca,·1ona]ly
throucrhout the Ieno-th of the line, rendering it n cc , ary to t ck a.
large portion of th; whole length of the road with _the h avi t ~cl
most expensive Iocomotiv~s. Of the grade ab ve nrnety fi et p r m1lc
on this route we have those of 91, 93, 94, 95, 10 , 115, 119, 1:32, 15r.,
and 157 feet per mile,. besides the ma~imum of one hnn. r c~ n.d
seventy-thr€e feet per mile. The total r!se and f 11 u n th1 lrnc 11
forty-two thousand nine hundred and thirty-four feet.
Admitting that each of these three rout.es is uitable for the pnr.r10 o
of constructing a good and sufficient railroad, it mu t al o be adm1tt d
that as recrards gradients, the northern line i uperior to the other
two; and regards expense, the sout~ern line i ~p_ei:ior to the others.
The manner of estimating, however, is open to cntic1sm. It a.pp rs

:S
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that the tandar<l of estimating has been fixed by likening the route
to ome well known railroad in operation in the North, such as the
" altimore and Ohio," the "New York and Erie," the "Hudson
River," &c. Now it is indisputable, that the same amount of work
required on any of the above named roads could not be done as far
outh as the thirty-second parallel of latitude, by an equal number of
men in the same space of time; nor at the same rate of expense. The
climate is such that the amount of work done is less per day, and the
rate of wages must also be somewhat higher. This must always
greatly enhance the cost of any public work commenced so far south
as the thirty-second degree of north latitude.
The Secretary of War objects to the northern line because it runs so
near the territory of a powerful foreign government. Will not the
same objection apply, in some measure at least, to the Aouthern route
also? Are we so weak as to express any fears on this account? Shall
we not be better able to defend our frontier from the very fact that we
have the means of transporting war material all along the line?
But the main facts which ought to decide the quest ion ofroute have not
yet appeared. Let us ask the questions, On what latitude is the great central mass of the population of this country situated? and in which direction is the current of the moving population pressing? The replies t o
these queries should have more bearing in determining the route than
perhaps any other considerations, after the practicability of the three
great routes is admitted. Referring to the map of the United States,
and the last census; it will be found that the whole population is enumerated at twenty-three millions. Scannin g closely the map of the
United States, it will be perceived that every State north of Arkansas,
Tennessee, and North Carolina, will be better accomm odated by the
central line than by any other. Considerin g St. Lonis as a point of
departure for the central line, it will be seen that Arkansas and rrennesseo are equally as well accommodated by the central as by the
southern line. The population of the States north of the States of
Arkansas, Tennessee, and North Carolina, is upwards of seventeen
millions-nearly three-fourths ofall the inhabitants of the Union. (See
table of Stateg.) Even excluding New England, New York, Michigan, and Wisconsin, we yet have a population, centrally situated, of
ten million five hundred and seventy-seven thousand, or nearly onehalf of the whole. Every one who is familiar with railroad enterprises knows that it is the moving population which actually supports
the system; and that a railroad, to be well supported, must be constructed on the line in which that population wishes to move. The
population even north of the latitude of forty degrees is ten million
eight hundred and eighty thousand-nearly one-half of the whole;
and if we look upon the railroad map, we see most of the lines lying
in an east and west direction, absolutely indicating the course of the
greatest amount of travel. The amount of overland travel is already
great on the central line, a fact which cannot be shown in respect of
either of the others. The communication of the Mormons, both east
and west, is also large. The Mormon settlement, situated as it is,
·must be a great aid in the construction and support of a railroad t o
the Pacific.
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Again, the central line is the shortest between the two great commercial cities on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts This is shown by
the fol_lowing statement of distances:
·
Miles.

From New York to Benicia, via central line, is ................. .
:From ~ew York to Martinez, via. sputhern line, is ........... .
From New York to Vancouver, via northern line is 3 054
miles; and adding 580 miles to Benicia not yet'surveyed
we l1ave a total of.............................'....................... ~

3,240
3,647
3,634

Here is a distance of about four hundred miles in favor of the central line, or nearly a ninth part of the whole distance.
The northern line does not accommodate the State of Californja at
all without an addition of about 580 miles parallel to the seacoast to
carry the line to San Francisco bay.
Objection has been made in some quarters to northern and central
lines on account of the deep snows common to high northern latitudes.
This objection has some plausiLility when we take into consideration
the manner in which roads were located and constructed in the old
States some years ago; but the observation and experience of later
years have taught engineers, and those having charge of locations,
the necessity of elevating their road-beds much higher than w:v formerly the practice; thus avoiding the evil consequences attendant upon
hugging the surface of a level plain too closely. This improved elevation has resulted in entire relief from the effect of snow , as <'. pcrience has shown, besides producing a better drainag~, and not, dcling
materially to the cost of construction.
Taking a broad view of the whole matter, the con ·truction i,ho condition when· built, the amount of population to be a commorlat cl, and
the amount of moving population to support the road, acld cl to vari n
other considerations not here .enumerated, there woulcl com to be no
question as to the vast preponderance of the rca on in favor of thc>
central line.
A further survey, however, for a final loca ~ion will be ~ cc ary
and this it is believed could be best accomph, he by a mi.: cl ommission ~f eno-ineers. ' One-half of this commi i n shou]c.l con. i t of
gentlemen in the employ of the United tatc~ g v rnmcmii, a~Hl _th
other half should be taken from the mo t ·min nt f the pr f . :wn
who have heretofore been employed upon railroad and pt hlic, ork
, by corporations.
. .
.
In the appointment of comm1ss1oner to upennt~ncl_ n.ncl tn.k
of the construction of the work, there houl_d 1_>c ~ ppomtccl
tion with the Secretary of War, a boar<l of tl1rcctor:_ r c mn11 .• _10ners consistino- of not less than five, nor more than tlnrt n, pra ·l1e11l,
experienced irnn-men who have been ngng cl h r t fi r on w rk
of a like kind. A portion of thi boarcl houlc.l be on, tantly 11 d11t •
on the line of road.
·
l
n
P ropos1·t·10ns s110 uld tl1en be called . for ' ancl 2 0 nul l 1 roac
f ·tl
each end be placed under contract 1multancou:ly, am t 1c 111 1
progress should be as rapid as pru<lcnce
permit.
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For the purpose of meeting the expenditure necessary to carry on
tbi w rk
the part of the government, an appropriation of one
hundred millions of dollars should be made by Congress, to be sup·
plied in the following manner, namely: That all snrplua money in
the United States treasury, after defraying the ordinary current expenses of the government, should be appropriated to this use ; and
further that, if necessary, bonds of the United States government,
having'thirty years to run, and bearing five per cent. interest, should
be issued in such annual amounts as the requirements of expenditure on the work might demand.
For the redemption of these bonds at maturity, the public lands of
the United States, not otherwise appropriated, should be set apart ;
and from and after the first of July, 1857, a sinking fund should be
established for this purpose, to be made up of the avails of these
lands as rapidly as they are disposed of.
In accordance with the foregoing views, the undersigned has prepared a bill, which he herewith submits, embodying the principal
ideas expressed in this report. l\fany important matters of detail are
necessarily omitted a8 being only fit subjects for consideration when
the question itself shall come up for discussion in the ordinary course
of legislative business.
The chief object of the undersigned has been to foreshadow what he
believes to be the only feasible and practicable method of commencing
and carrying on to completion this great national work-a work demanded alike by the requirements of a great majority of the people
of the United States, and by all the exigencies and interests of every
section of the country.

rn

JOHN M. WOOD.

A BILL to provide for the constrm:tion o'f a wagon road, a railroad, and a telcgraphfo
line of commuuication from a point on the Missouri river, between the thirty ninth
and forty first degrees of north latitude, to the Pacific ocean, at or near the cit.y of San
Francisco, in the State of California.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in OongreBs assembled, That for the purpose of constructing a wagon road, a railroad, and a telegraphic line of communication from a point on the Missouri river, between the thirtyninth and forty-first degrees of north latitude, (said point to be
finally determined as hereinafter provided,) to the Pacific ocean,
at or near the city of San Francisco) in the State of California,
the sum of one hundred millions of dollars shall be, and is
of the United States, or by the issuing of bonds of the government of
hereby appropriated, out of any moneys in the treasury of the
United States not otherwise appropriatecl, or which may hereafter
be in the said treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated, or which may hereafter accrue to the said treasury of
the United States in such amounts and proportions as may be required,
as is hereinafter provided.
SEC. 2. And be it further enacted, That, for the purpose of su1ierin-
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tendin_g t~c construction _of ~he said wagon road, railroad, anJ telegraphic line of comm~m.cat10n, and the disbursement of tbe said
sum of one hundred mill10ns of dollars the President of the United
St~tes, _by an~ with the advice and co~sent of the Senate, shall app_omt nme smiab1e ~ersons who have had experience in the constructwn of work~ of a hke nature, who shall be styled "Commissioners
of Construct10n and ~isbursements," and who shall receiYe out of
the treasury of the Umted States, for their services an annual compensation n~t exceeding - - - thousand dollars ea~h : Provided always, That m case of malfe~sance i1;1 o_ffice, or other disqualification
on the part of any of the saHl comm_iss1oners, he or they may be removed. by the Pres:tde;1t of the Umted States, and the vacancy or
vacancie~ thereby occasi?ned shall be ~lled by. new appointments by
the President of the Umted States, which appomtments shall remain
i~ force until they a~e confirmed or rejected _by th_e Senate: And provided furtlier, That m case of the death or res1gnat10n of any of the said
commissioners, the President of the United States may fill the vacancy or vacancies thereby occasioned in the same manner as is provided in the next preceding proviso.
SEC. 3. And be it further ena0ted, That, for the purpose of making
an immediate and final location of the said wagon road, railroad, and
telegraphic line of communication, the Secretary of War is hereby
authorized and required to appoint four persons from among the most
eminent engineers now in the service of the United States, to act in
conjunction with five other suitable persons to be selected by tho President of the United States, who is hereby authorized, by ancl with the
advice and consent of the Senate, to appoint the same from the most
eminent engineers not in the service of the United tates; and that
on the recommendation of, or agreement upon, any particular location by a majority of the said engineers, the commi ioner~ aforesaid
shall accept the said location, and then~eforth and thereon J>:Oc~ccl to
the construction of said wagon road, railroad, and telegrapmc line of
communication in the manner provided for in the next following section of this act.
SEc. 4. And be it further enacted, That th~ lo?ation_of Raid w~gon
line of commumcat10n b mg cletcrmm d
road railroad and teleO'raphic
0
upo~ as afore~aid, the saia. commissioners _sh~ll cause propoH_nJs fo1
contracts to be published in at least one prmc1pal newspn.p r m en.ch
State of the Union for the construction of not more than twc~ lnmdred miles of saia' roads and telegraphic line of communication a.t
each end of the said line; arnl the said roposals ~or contr cts s~a1l
appear at least sixty days in the said newspaper prior t the 1c~trng
of said contracts which in all cases, shall be let to _th lowc. ~ lnc1dor
who shall give s'ufficient security for the due an fa1thf~1l 1>01 for!Danc
of the same· and that, as speedily as circum ,tanceR will permit, t I~
said commis~ioners shall put additional sections unclcr contract, until
the whole is completed.
.
SEc. 5. And be it further enacted, That, _for the purpo_. ~f mcdin1
1
the current expenditures in the con truct10n of th :a:Hl on.tis :HH
telegraphic line of communication, all suq lu money 1Il th
ni
States treasury remaining therein, over ancl above the a.mount up-
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propriated by Congress to meet the current e~penses ?f _the government sha.11 be subject to the drafts of the said comm1ss10ners, or of
some 'one or more of them duly authorized by the whole, to meet the
monthly estimates as certified to by the engineers in• the immediate
charge o! the works; and that, in cas~ the said surplus should at any
time be rnadequate to meet the reqmrements of sa1d current expenditures, the Secretary of the Treasury be authorized and required to
issue bonds of the United States, in sums of not less than one thousand
dollars, payable in thirty years from date, and bearing interest at the
rate of :five per centum per annum, from time to time, according to
the amounts required to meet the said estimates.
SEC. 6. And be it further enacted, That to secure the redemption of
the aforesaid bonds at maturity, all the public lands not otherwise
appropriated, belonging to the United States, from and after the first
day of July, one thousand eight hundred and :fifty seven, shall be set
apart, and the moneys accruing from sales thereof shall constitute a
sinking fund to be appropriated to that purposel and to no othexwhatever.
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MINORITY REPORT.
JULY

24, 1856,

Mr. Krn~VELL, from the Selec~ Committee, gave notice that at a proper
time he would submit the following minority report:

The undersigned, a member of the Select Committee, appointed on the
21st_ day of F_eb~uary, 18?6., to inqu~re into the propriety and exfedien?y .of. bu~ld~ng) or aiding to bm,ld, one 01· more railroads from
the ,!Jfississippi riv~r. to San Francisco, on the Pacffic ocean, dissenting f:om the opin_,ions of the majority of the committee, begs l~ave
to submit the jolloiving report :

In consideri_ng this subject the undersigned has carefully inquiredlst. Is a railroad between the settlements upon the P~cific coast
and thosie upon the banks of the river Mississippi desirablel
2d. Is a railroad (between the points named) feasibl , at a fir t co t
for construction, and a subsequent cost for maintenance, which i at all
reasonable?
3d. If a railroad between the said points is, from any cau
rable, and is feasible, is it politic for the government f the nit tl
States (admitting it has the constitutional authority t lo o) to firestall individual enterprise, and construct a railroad for the accommodation of trade and travel?
4th. If it is impolitic for the United States to ngaO'e in a c mp titian with its own citizens, in the business of builclin er rn,ilr ad fi r th
use of persons engaged in the business of trade and tr vel, an the
United States, with propriety, and with advantage b th to th g vernment and to the trading and travelling cla e , con truct c n, ti nn.l
military road, or a postal road, and then lay rail upon it for th u
both of the governmen~ and of traders an~ trav ller ?
. . . .
. 5th. Admitting a ra1l~oad fropi the_ Pacific oce n to tl~c ii.. t.'.'~PJ.H
river is desirable· that 1t can be ea 1ly and ch ply built; that 1 18
politic, in this p~rticular case, to interfere witl: the in ividual ancl
State enterprise which h_as cons~ructed th~ ra1lr~ad , ncl am 1.
this country ; that there 1. propne~y an w1 d m rn_ th on. tr 1cti_c n
of a national military and postal railroa to be u
m c p rtn r,fop,
or in common, by governmen_t and by in~iviclual ; _ho.. t(i qov r11111 '!t
of the United States constitiitwnal authority to pn, h rn 1v1du, I., T 'l'l' Jtories or States out of its way, and enter up a the con. tructi 11, ·01ttrol ~nd manao-ement of a railroad for the u c an 1 ben fit ith 'I' of
traders or of mail.contractors? Ha government on tituti nal :wtlwri_t. r
to build other than a military r
, for , trictly militc ry pmp ·' 1ll
that confined and exclu ive en e which dcfin
he militar · pt1rp
forts, ships of war, governm nt_ ar e_n?'L·, and ~ v rnm
fi:111Hlries, and dedicates them to exclu we m1ht" ry u ·c ~
mlc1 the pl 1.

o!
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of providinO' a military, can Congress constitutionally proceed to constrnct a co~mercial road?
In the outset the committee was called upon to consider whetherFirst. A railroad from some suitable point or points upon the Pacific ocean to cofresponding ones upon the Mississippi river is desirable?
Upon this point the undersigned has no doubt whatever. Good
railroads from New Orleans, St. Louis, Chicago, and from the head
of JJake Superior) across the continent, within our own countrv, to
San Diego, San Francisco, mouth of the Columbia, and Puget's sound
would, in peace and in war) be productive of consequences the most
beneficent both to individuals and to the nation, to agriculture and to
commerce, to manufactures, and to the mechanic arts.
Like the railroads to the east of the Mississippi, those west of it
would be a military protection and a commercial convenience of a
higher character than any known to the ancients. One or more railroads to the Pacific from the Mississippi may, therefore, be j ustly
considered not only desirable, but exceedingly important-, in every
national point of view.
Second. Is a railroad between the Pacific and the Mississippi feasible, at a reasonable cost for original construction and subsequent
impport?
Upon this point there is a decided differen ce of opinion between a
majority of the committee and the undersigned. That a railroad can
be built over) or even through, almost any mountain in this country,
by an able engineer who has at his command ample means and modern
science, there can be but little doubt. I think it possible, perhaps, to
build a railroad hence to the Polar sea, or even up the lofty heights
of the Coochetopa Pass of the Rocky mountains. But there are many
mountains in this country over the heights of which a railroad cannot
be built at a reasonable cost, or with suitable grades and curves, or
that could be profitably used in the summer, or at all in the winter.
After bestowing much labor upon the investigation of this branch
of the subject, the undersigned is convinced that no route has yet been
discovered to exist in this country, between the northern boundary
line of Mexico and the southern boundary lin e of the British possessions, where a railroad from the Pacific to the Mississippi can be located with such grades and curves, and constructed at such a cost, as
would justify either the government, or individuals, in attempting to
build it, and rely upon its earnings to keep it in repair and pay for
the use of the money expended even one per cent. per annum upon the
first cost of the road. Nay, it is exceedingly doubtful whether a road
located upon the best known route could be maintained from its earnings during the first ten or fifteen years, even should its builders be
willing to sinlc all tlieir capital, and abandon the road to whomsoever
would give security to maintain and run it. And at the end of that
period of time, money would have to be obtained to rebuild the whole
railroad-to replace the iron rails, the ties, and the furniture of the
road. Could the debt which this necessary re-construction woul<l cause
to be created, be pai<l within the next then ensuing ten or fifteen years
from the mere earnings of the road? And, in that period, would the
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eai:nings also furnish the fl~rther large sum with which to again rebmld the road ?_ For e:epenence teaches that ten or fifteen years is
the average period of tune such materials last after which a rebuilding must follow.
)
Many reasons exist, some tempor·a ry and others enduring which
induce the belief ~hat_ su?h a railroa~ must ~e. very costly to co~struct,
very costly to mamtam m an effective condition, and yet would produce but small sums of money.
Among these reasons, the chief one is undoubtedly to be found in
~he fact that _vast_ sterile plains, and rugged, extensive, and uninhabited mountams mterpose between the termini of the railroad and
must be crossed. No engineering skill can teach us how to 'avoid
t~ese arid pla~ns, nor how to turn those lofty ranges cf mountains,
either on the right hand or on the left. The sand plains must be
crossed, the mountains must be scaled. No route has yet been discovered, north or south, after numerous and most diligent explorations ,
whose mountain passes are so low as one mile high above the level of
the sea: not one. All are more than one mile high.
So lofty , irregular, and rugged are these· mountain ranges, it is
difficult for an unpracticed writer to find language to convey an adequate idea of their · real character. The whole mountain r (l'ion appears as though it had Leen uplifted amid some great convul. ion f
nature; broken, irregular, often destitute of all vegetation, and rar ly
exhibiting even small sections fit for cultivation without a r s rt to
irrigation. Water, timber, and grasses are found sufficiently abuntlant in some places to prove the existence of a oil uitable f r , gricultural purposes, but only at infrequen~ a1;1d di tant in l rv 1 . I ~mdreds of miles may be traversed, on this side of the Roclcy mounlmn.,
without finding timber fit to make even an axle-tr e r a1 ,· -h lv '.
Throu ghou t all that vast region of desolation, the col an tlic hn gry traveller finds no fuel even for the ~o t common 11, e;., av tl
dried dung of the animals who roam.over 1t. Al np; the lat.l . val] y
route (a favorite one with the comr:rnttee) for 00 11 :' upon tl,ns_ astern side of the South Pass, there 1s an ab:·olutc <le. titut1~n f tm h. r
for all u seful purposes whatsoeve~; there 1s none with wluch io r IHur
a car, or to replace even a cross-tic.
To show still further the d'itftculty of buillin o- a railrn <l tln 1wh
these solitary and uninhabi _ed regions at any . t, c n . th . in_1pr ba.bility of its furnishing busmess to the road. _wh n_ lrn1lt, it i. n1y
necessary to point to the ab c?ce of water, 1;1v _l vuw, a. t,lrnt 11 ~~
does, a perpetual absence of a_gncultural ursmt m tho c _cl sol. ~ 1 cgions, and compelling the ra1_lroa<l. to foll w the n_d1 . _tirn~1 1tl H of
the streams. in order to obtarn a needful , npply f tl 1t ~11. P. n 1tl)l
element. These ·streams are but few, an arc wholly m •. mtarn J h
the snows of the mountains from which they c m
A ,·111<rl gllin_·
11
at a map delineating the latte river fr m it. 011th t i'ort L: rn r! ,
will show how greatly the length . f a railr l ctwccn tho. l~ mt
must be elono-ated if it is neccs anly located l ng the b, nl ot th
0
'
crooked river.
.
·1 ·11
But other difficulties , be i<l s th ._c f th plain ? • • t ~
•
amon(l' the stupendous mountain 1 ·rnO' to thew•. ul th 1 1.. h c
consist in part of the vast altitude) not only of the mo ut m , Lu
1

,

'
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al O of the lowest passes through them, the narrowness, depth, and
crookedness of the defiles, gorges, and canons, and the greater everity
of climate. Even on the South Pass route, 705 miles lie in and
among these mountains, between the Rocky and the Snowy mountains which are more than 3,000 feet hjgh in the lowest place.
If a railroad were constructed from Washington city to Boston upon
a mountain riuge 1,000 feet higher than the present surface of the
earth, the humblest individual, upon seeing it elevated above him,
could readily comprehend its increased' disadvantages in point of climate. Yet the extreme southern route, via El Paso, has 1,118 miles
which are upwards of 1,000 feet high above the level of the sea. The
-extreme northern route (from Lake Superior to Puget's sound) has
1,555 miles at the same height; the Platte River and South Pass
route has 1,818 miles; Col. Benton's route, through Coochetopa, has
2,015 ;-and the St. Louis and Albuquerque route, 1,492 miles. The
levellest has over 1,100 miles, and the highest more than 2,000 miles,
which are more than 1,000 feet above the level of the sea.
Again: the most northern route (which is the levellest) runs over
ground of the following elevations: 975 miles are at a height of more
than 2;000 feet, 255 miles exceed 3,000 feet in height, 125 miles exceed 4,000 feet, and 28 miles are rnore than 5,000 feet above the level
of the sea. Its loftiest pass is 6,044 feet high.
The southern route has 747 miles which are more than 2,000 feet
high; 620 miles rise higher than 3;000 feet; 520 miles average 4,000
feet ; and 28 miles are more than 5,000 feet above the level of the
sea! Its loftiest pass is more than a mile high, being 5,727 feet
high.
The St. Louis and Albuquerque route (Memphis route on the survey) has 1,153 miles which are above 2,000 feet high; 935 miles
which are more than 3,000 feet high; 745 miles which are 4,000 feet
high ; 651 miles which are 5,000 feet high; 317 miles which are
6,000 feet high; and 25 miles which are 7,000 feet above the level of
the sea! Its highest pass is 7,750 feet high.
The Platte river and South Pass route has 1,579 miles which are
more than 2,000 feet high ; 1,432 miles which are 3,000 feet high ;
1,278 miles which are 4,000 feet high; 693 miles which are above
5,000 feet high; 391 miles which are more than 6,000 feet high; 119
miles which are more than 7,000 feet high; and 16 miles which rise
above 8,000 feet above the level of the sea! Its highe-st pass is 8,373
feet high above the level of the sea.
Colonel Benton's route over the heights of Coochetopa it is not
necessary to describe, it having been found utterly impracticable,
being about TWO MILES HIGH. The highest pass yet discovered and
measured on the North American continent is"' Coochetopa ! The
heights and depths of the adjacent mountains and valleys are of corresponding grandeur and impracticability.
It may be well to dwell a few moments upon these astounding
geographical and topographical facts. The northern route has 125
miles about three-quarters of a mile high, and 28 miles about one mile
high. The southern route has 520 miles about three-quarters of a mile
high, and 28 miles about a mile high above the level of the sea. These
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are the mos_t favorable routes according to the official surveys. On
the Platte River and South Pass route it is still worse 1 278 miles exc~eding a h~ight of three-quarters of a mile; 693 a;e ~bout one mile
high; 391 miles are about one mile and a qitarter high · and 16 miles .
are abo1;1t one mile and a half high above the level of tli/sea.
And it must be recolle?ted that the line run by the engineers is not
upon the top of a mountam range, but, like all similar routes through
lofty ranges, "it passes fhrough gorges and narrow defiles, overhung
by rocks and by mountam peaks of the most terrific altitude. Thr.se
mou~tains, through and among which the asked-for railroad would
run, are from 7,000 to 10,000, 12,000, and even 16,000 feet high. In
two places the road ":ould have to be upwards of 8,000 feet above the
le':'el ?f the sea. Amid these vast solitudes the snow mu t neces arily
drift m heaps of mountain magnitude, aml, it is sai<l, lies m11ueltecl
during b;y- [~r the la~ger half of the year. If the art of man could by
any poss1b1hty contrive to remove, at a reasonable expense of time
and money, these vast masses of snow, it could not prevent c1, return of
the labor upon the recurrence of every wintry storm. Ancl the e
storms must happen late in the spring as well as early in tho fall;
for the rains of the lowlands are indices of snows in the mountains.
When it rains in the valleys it generally snows in the mountain , xcept in very warm weather."-(Ho. of Reps. Report No. 773, 1st c .
29th Cong., on a railroad through the South Pas . )
In confirmation of these views the undersigned copies th following
brief paragraph from the St. Louis Republican of May , J1 3G. It
is embodied in a letter from its correspondent at Indcpcncloneo:
"The Salt Lake mail arrived here one day last we k, but had con
out some time detained by snow and high water; ~ ncl urin ging uut
little news ofinterest, I thought it hardly worth to aclvi you."
Here it is; snows in the mountains and high waters in th l)lain
below in April and May, sufficient to impede the pa sage of mul~ an£l
horses conveying the mai!s through tho pa so of t.h . c. form1c.~a,hlo
mouu.tains and over the rivers of the valley . N r 1s t1n a .·olitary
instance i~ an extraordinary year.
uch detenti n , late in the
• spring and early in the fall~ are neither new nor e.·tra. rdiuary occurrences. -They are as certam as nature, and recur w1ih th sen. n
which annually produce them. Aware of th l pth of th' , n w,
and its long continuance up.on the grou1;1cl, . olon .1 1 >nton erop ,· rr
to make use of it instead of idly overlookrng it ~1 tcnce. 1 nO\\In
the usefulness of snow-shoes, dog train , and l 1cd1 , h l no- in
recommended their use during the winter ea on. ':lie l ·n~th of
time such appliances could be annually re ort cl to with profit ,vas
definitely ascertained and stated by that a?curat , enat r m1re th:1-n
thirty years ago, as appears from a debate m th
nat _1> tw en 111m
and Governor Dickerson, of ' w Jer ey.
overn r Dick •r ·0~1 ha~
ventured to start some c< difficulties" in the way f th . c ·11t1on °£
Colonel Benton's plans. In. rep.ly 9olonel Le!1ton h 1wht !'.1• r,
could be no serious difficulty rn clunbmg mountam, "wl.10 c 11 J>II 111
summits present twelve feet of d fying no, t the hnrn1ng l'l~Y. of n.
. wa. f ,c.
. 1·,nm<
. lt'n,
July sun. The passage through t h emountarn
~, . tl I .'/ ·
For eight months in the year snow ancl sleighs couhl 1J' ·ouh l n ly
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relied on." Five and twenty years afterwards, with all the lights
before him which modern explorations had shed on the suqject, Colonel Benton said, in a very elaborate senato.rial speech : "l\1ails in an
uninhabited country of more than two thousand five hundred miles,
traversed l,y savages, and running over mountains of seven or eight
thousand feet, where deep snows lie for more than a thou.sand miles
more than one half of the year, could not be carried by a solitary conveyance of a contractor's man or boy. Four or five mounted riflemen;
going together, and s_tarted fr~m the differet?-t posts t? relieve each
other, alone could do 1t. In wmter they would Jia·ve sleighs drawn by
do_qs, the reliefs always being ready at each post. A non-commissioned
officer and four or five men, relieved at each post, are the only practicable mail carriers over such a line.''
Since the deli very of that speech, a mail has been carried between
Independence and Salt Lake, over the mountains, describecl so graphically, and in a manner somewhat like that stated. The sleds and
dogs have not probably been us·ed by the mail contractor, though in
common use among the fur-traders.
But the snows are not obstructive in the Rocky mountains only;
they are equally troublesome in the Sierra Nevada. Col. Fremont
says: '' The high waters came from the melting snows, which, during
the past winter, had accumulated to a great depth in the mountains,
and, at the end of June) lay in the approaches to the Bear River pass,
on a breadth of ten or fifteen miles, and this below the level of 7,200
feet. In rainy seasons, when the rains begin with November, and
the snows lie on the mountains till July," &c. See Geographical Memoir, page 19. The same work) page 7, fixes the latitude of that
pass at 39° 17' 12".
These facts show why Colonel Benton, in his "bill to provide for
the l ocation and construction of a central national road from the
Pacific ocean to the Mississippi river,'' did not provide for the construction of a railroad all the way. He knew the rail-car could be
used only in summer, and he expected to use "some other conveyance-the sleigh, for example-for that region, in the time of the
snows." Section 3d of hiri bill, in accordance with this his intention,
begins thus: "And be it further enacted, that the saicl central and
. branch roads shall be iron rail ways, where practicable anq. advantageous, and shall be macadamized, or otherwise constructed, where
not so practicable and advantageous."
But the bill of a majority of this committee provides for the construction of railroads, ancl railroads only, through the pa'3ses where
Messrs. Benton and Fremont inform us the snows lie from six to
eight months in the year, and where only dogs and sleds can be profitably used for the conduction of an East Indian business. Those gentlemen have explored the capacities of the several routes, and it is
mm;t resper,tfully submitted, whether, when they have pronounced in
favor of dogs and sleighs, "in the time of the snows," all neophytes
cannot by opponents be considered as fairly concluded? It is submitted whether, when they have decided for dogs and sleighs "where
deep snows lie for more than a thousand miles more than one-half of
the year," mon of less knowledge of those vast mountain regions are
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;'u~tifiable ~n attempting to induce an inexperienced Congress to sub8tititle engines a~d cars for ~ogs and sleds ? Whether it is seemly to
atteml?t to begmle Congress mto the making of an effort to substitute
t~e r~\lway for th_e _dog-path? even among those extraordinary mountams, whose aspiring summits present twelve feet of defying snow to
the burning rays of a July sun?"
. Not.':ishing, hom~~er). to appear anxious to limit the enterprising
d1spos1t1on of the maJonty, even when it seems to inconsiderately
trample under foot the mountainous know ledge of Messrs. Ben ton and
Fremont, nor even when adventuring to build railroads a mile and a
half hig_h, thro~1gh r_egions _where snow lies on the ground for a thousand miles durmg six contmuous months of the year the undersia-ned
will not further press this point, but proceed to call' attention t; the
difficulty of running a railroad on i.he plains this side of the Rocky
mouncains during several months of the year.
As Colonel Benton and Colonel Fremont are leading friends of a
railroad, of course, when their evidence is unfriendly to the road, it is
to be considered strictly reliable and conclusive against the road, for
their attacks are necessarily unwilling attack , and only made because truth compels them so to do. Speaking of the severity of torms
on ·the plains, and of Colonel Fremont's skill in sheltering him ·elf,
Colonel Benton says: "He has been safe in his camp, in a o-rov of
wood, during a snow-storm which killed all animals on the prairie;
witness the loss of about a thousand head of government , n r turning from New Mexico in 1848, while he, in tho amo , now-Rtorm,
Bheltered by woods, lost not an animal," &c., &c. Thi , torm was
south of the Platte river, south of the Kansas riv r, an np n a p rt
of the plain only some 1;800 or 2,000 feet high. But suppose h ha 1
been cauO'ht ten miles from timber-it is not nece, , ary to say 100 r
200 mile~-neither Colonel Fremont himself, nor his xen arnl mnl , ,
could have possibly have escaped alive from tho h rror _f lta.t h wling tempest. So rapid is the fall of the sno~, an_ . rc,y t~ ,' do _the
winds sweep over those almost boundless plarn , it 1 q 1te unp stble
to gain a distant shelter.
.
.
So with a train of cars runmng up the plam from
to the foot of the Rocky mountains, a di tanco f
. .
h0w in a storm is shelter, or wood, or water, or fo cl, t be o-a.in cl~
Arr;sted 800 mi'les from Iowa in November, how i a train l' ar. to
be relieved. before May? By what means coulcl it ev n ht> vi: it. ?
In such a ease the sheltering skill would be u el . r 'o t~~] I· of tlo1 n
business in. the winter sea on on a road thr ugh uch a r g1 n, h 1rn 11 h
every conductor was a Kit Oar on ancl v ry tr· v 11 r a ~r •n10 n ,
would seem to be idlr. anu. prep tcr u . Th att mp wonltl :;oon
make mule-meat fashionable, and "thrilling n rra iv 1i'' up r~
abundant.
.
It is supposed that no one believe_ a railroa wh_1ch n h u.
from four to six months a year will rove a <le ir bl
road.
. 1 1·1
As to the roa.d from El Pa o to
lin rnia, the ame 11w
1 r,
r~>
authority, Col. Benton, say it p e v r a c u_nt~y _s l~;' ly, t ·ril
and de. olate, that a •' 1.0olf could not make li livinrJ I
1
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water fuel oil food, and population, it is indeed difficult to see wliy
ro~cl l10ulcl b~ built acro~s a cou_n~ry which few have seen
a co
and n . one will inhabit. The swiftest ndmg for four and twenty
hour on the fleetest horse may fail to convey the traveller to the residence of any human being; and this holds good of every route,
north and south, recommended by the committee ! If the "way business" is the chief reliance of every road in New York and New England what can be expected of roads, the way business of either one
of w'hich, for a distance of 1,500 miles, would scarcely exceed the
business furnished by the most insignificant county in the whole State
of New York, along a line of 15 miles? Who expects a population
of half a million of souls, including men, women, and children, to
supply business enough to support three railroads, each road 2,000
miles long, running over mountains covered with snow, and across
deserts of sand? That eminent friend of the scheme of building a
railroad across those lofty plains, covered only with artemis-ia, and
only inhabited, here and there, by wandering tribes who gain a precarious sn bi,i~tence by digging roots and gathering sn::iils, thus describes one portion of a route recently surveyed for a road : '' Then
comes the Mohahve, which it ascends and crosses ten times ; a rjver of
sand-swallowed up in sand-and percolating through a desert of
sand, rolling like the waves of the ocean under the action of the wind I
where neither man nor beast could lie down or stand still without being buried alive-but not to remain long alive-under a tumulus of
-sand!''
And yet this route, bad as Col. Benton considers it, is believed by
Kit Carson (another Pacific railroad man) to be the best of any ! If
the be::;t, what must be the characteristics of the worst? Carson
says:
"I know but one route across the continent which can be travelled
winter and summer, and over a remarkably level country, and that
one must cross the Rio Grande del Norte within :fifty or sixty miles
of Sante Fe, and from thence as direct as the nature of the country
will allow. There is no rnanner of doubt that the trail from Albuquerque by Zuni, along the headwaters of the streams. that run into
the Gila, and then crossing the Big river about the Mohahve, and so
on, is the easiest road that can be found. Any old mountaineer, that
lcnows anything about it, will say that the southern route through
New Mexico is the best. The South Pass I consider almost impracticable. The snows lie early and late, in both the rocky and snowy
mountain countries."
These authorities are quoted because friendly to the scheme. How
terrible are the obstacles which they show to be in the way of building a railroad through these mountains and deserts! They are also
quoted to show how unreliable and how contradictory are the authorities upon which Congress is called to act in a matter of such large
public concern. Take this very route recommended by Kit Carson,
the most skilful mountaineer in the world; not only does he and
Col. Benton differ in their estimates of its availability and value, but
great differences exist in the estimates of the engineers. At the
last Congress the cost of the road from Fmt Smith, by way of Albu-
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qu~rque, to ~an Francisco, was estimated at the sum of $175,877,265.
Difference: $8 1,157,265 .
. Here 1s a reduct10n m one ye.ar, and wit_h?ut any materially additional surveys, of more than eighty-one millions of dollars I .And we
are told by the engineer in his report that "it is believed by hjm that
the amount will be much diminished!"
Now, whether the first estimate was submitted in order to exhibit
in favorable contrast the route a couple of hundred miles south of it
and t~rn. second one to conciliate those great central interests that had
been mJured by the first, or whether it was truly and verily a mathematical mistake of eighty-one millions of dollars, it is quite foreicrn
fr~m the p1;1-r-llo~e of the undersigned to i?q~1ire. The di crepan~y
exists. Nor 1s 1t intended to charge, nor to rnt1mate, that t.be cli crepancy cannot be accounted for in a manner consistent with the highe t
sense of honor; but it is intended to intimate, and to broadly a ert,
that when the friends of a gigantic measure, which threatens to involve our eountry in a huge national debt, admit the exi tence of natural obstacles of the gravest character on each route; w h 11. the ngineers admit the existence of mistakes in their estimates to an amount
of more than eighty-one millions of dollars, (an amount almost cp1al
to the cost of the revolutionary war,) it is both proper and called for
to refuse to act upon authority which may be so justly charactcdzecl
as unreliable.
Even if a national railroad ought to be built by the g nrrnl government, it were temerity to enter upon its con tructi n with tlic 1ir • ent uncertain information now before Congre, .
rnloubt d]y a r acl
from Baltimore, by the way of Wheel~ng, incinnati,. 1't. LoniH,. Albuquerque and Zuni to San Franc1 co, would av 1<l mtd of tho
snows on the one han'd and most of th , ancly plain
n th oth r.
Undoubtedly, too, it wo~ld well accomm~clato both, ~tion,' f th nation. The temptation, on the part of nval r ut . , 1, v ry gr nt _to
exaggerate the estimates of its cost.. Th_e t mpt t1 n t cut cl wn its
cost is equally great on the part of its fncnc~s.
And yet this central route-the mo t fauly l o _a~ cl f any to _accommodate the mass of the people ancl th_ gr at ·1t1 . nn tht'r f r
havincr far the most political strength of 1th •r r nte-i. th rout' th
estimites of the cost of which have been , nhj cct <l t
nch a R riou
mistake.
If grave mistakes were commit ted on n, ront wh_ r mor . nr nn l
more labor would be likely to be be.· tow cl upon • ·tnunt • · f ·o. th_nn
upon the estimates of cost of the le important l' ~ll llJlOl!
•h 'Hl
of it what reliance ought to be placed upon the tnnat H f '.O t mnclc
up .f~r routes of minor importance ? \~r •ly gr at r c r , ~r n r ln.u r,
and greater pains-taking, w re not likely to b b l ,, ,cl upon th
lesser objects than upon the greater.
Viewed in any aspect, reliance ought not to c pl cc upon th . timates submitted-certainly n t to uch an extent a . t . bn.. c a ·t1on
that will impose a national u bt upon th P pl · Tl_u L }ll'OV b
a moment's reflection. The Bo t n and "\V re 1. t r re 1lr n!l h_n
n
·
·
t
, and 1·t · p1·e'. ent ·o ·t 1Jcr mil.· I ,aL
ut
m existence about twen Y yea1 ,
11
·
$71,000, including equi1ment, &c.
ow, if the t roa<l, " 1th ,i it

It 1s no': estimate~ at ~94,720,000.
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conveniences of material and labor, has cost $71,000 per mile, will
not tbc cost of a railroad amid those vast solitudes in the rocky and
snowy mountains exceed the cost of the ,Boston_ an~ Worcester twice
or three times, even at the en.i of one year s runrnng, rnstead of twenty
years? Take either of the roads-from Shrevesport, Springfield, Independence, or Council Bluffs, to San Francisco-the djstance exceeds
two thousand miles ; at the cost of the Boston and Worcester railroad
either road would cost one hundred and forty-two millions of dollars;
at double the cost, would be two hundred and eighty-four millions of
dollars ; at three times the cost, the cost would be four hundred and
twenty-six millions of dollars. The latter will be about the true cost
of either road ten years from the date of its being sufficiently completed to be used-for a railroad is never finished. The Boston and
Worcester railroad (probably the best managed road in this country)
when put in use, in 1835, had cost $1,160,553; in 1853, the cost was
$4,850,784. True, the company built branches twenty-four miles
long, but they cost only some $595,000 ; thus increasing its cost three
times in eighteen years, after deducting the cost of its branches ! A
road may be quoted as having been cheaply built, or dearly, and both
quotations may be trite). this is done by stating the cost at different
periods.
It being evident that the cost of building and maintaining these
Pacific ·railroads will ultimately be thrown upon the United States, if
the bill of the majority of this committee shall become a law, it is
deemed important that Congress shall have some positive knowledge
of the costliness of the '' bargain '' they are buying, and hence the following official table is submitted; it thoroughly explains itself, and
is most instructive:

BOSTON AND WOIWES'rffilt RAlttwAf),
~

The cost, mileage, cost per mile, gross receipts, current expe1tses, net receipts, receipts from passengers, receipts /roni
freight, miscellaneous receipts, earnings per m·ile, per centage of gross and net earnings 1 from the completion of the roa,d
to November 30, 1853, have been as follows:

·

~

~-

~

.
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~
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I

f
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!
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mt::::::::::::1
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I
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As in the case of the Boston and Worcester railroad, so would it 1Je
with the Pacific railroads-the steady iucrease of the cost would be
a "reliable/' and could as safely be counted upon as Colonel Benton's twelve feet of "defying snow to the burning rays of a July
sun." If that road, under good management, increased its cost 30()
per cent. in :fifteen years, the Pacific roads would certainly do no
better, and probably would do far worse. Supposing one of them
built for 200 or 300 mmions of dollars, the same sum, if it was managed as well as the Boston and Worcester road, would have to be
expended every five years. If not as well managed, the expenditure
would be far more.
This becomes serious when it is known that it is impossible for the
earnings of the road to pay its annual expenses. Could it for a few
years pay 7 per cent. diYidend per year, after paying all expenses, as
in the case of the Boston and Worcester road, it might go on for a
few years, perhaps, but bankruptcy would surely overtake it. No
milroad company can long escape insolvency if every five years a sum
equal to its entire :first cost must be added to its aggregate cost. And
if a well-managed road in New England did not escape this necessity
during the first fifteen years of its existence, how can we reasonably
expect a railroad to do better that is managed by remote. ill-regulated ,
and irresponsible subordinates, amid the Rocky and Snowy mountains,
one, two, and three thousand miles distant from the controlling power
at "\Vashington city-especially when both superior and inferior
managers were appointed by politicians, in reward for past, and in
expectation of future, political services? It is believed to be preposterous to suppose that efficiency and economy could possibly flow
from such a source in political times like the present. And, besides,
while a rigid supervision may be maintained over a road on]r fortyfour miles long, where every employee, of all grades of service, is
daily under the eye of stockholders, as well as directors, such effective
supervision cannot be had, on any terms, when the employees are far
removed from such an all-pervading influence, and such a multiplied
oversight.
But to return. The cost of the Boston and Worcester railroad
(44¾ miles long) was, in 1855, including equipments, $4,865,439 03 ;
the cost of the Pennsylvania railroad (248 miles long) was, in 1855,
$10,245,000, ~nd the outfit $2,900,000-total cost, $13,145,000; the
cost of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad (379 miles long) was, in
1855, including equipments, real estate, and $996,777 26 expend ed
on a second track, $22,760,205 05 ; the cost of the New York and
Eri(3 railroad (460 miles long) was, in 1855, including equipments,
$33,742,817 11; the cost of the New York Central railroad (297miles
long) was, in 1855, including equipments, $27,360,731 05; the cost
of the "\Vestern railroad, Massachusetts, (155 miles long,) was, in 1855,
including equipments, $10,495,504 96.
The total length of these six railroads, more important, and located
amidst a more dense population than any other six railroads in the
United States, is 1,589 miles. Having command of labor, food, materials, and skill, on the best possible terms, upon the very line of the
roads, and throughout their extent, their builders constructed them
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at fa~ cheaper rate than can be hoped for up n the sand plains, or
upon the , nowy mountain , far di tant from the habitation of men.
nd yet the co. t of buildincr an<l equippino- those 1,5 9 miles, in the
be t part of the country, wa . '112, G\J,G07 2 . which i over "'70,000
per mile, and hut a very mall part of it dou1le trnck l
In the face of thi .·per iencc of th co t of bnildino- railroacls in the
mo t pcpulou llortion of the nitccl tates, the ngineer have submitted official stat mcnt , e timn.ting the co t of builclino- 0, railroad
from Fulton, in Arkan a , through 'I' .·a,, over waterl
ancl~plains
o.ml aero, lofty mountain,·, 2 O,G miles, to 1-s an Franci c , in alifornia, at the nm of,· 7,U 0 O 0 ! Th 'Y officially t, te, for our official
o-uiclance, that, in their opini us a roa,d ·1 0 mile loner r than those
ix railroa,cl ·, ancl at , '24,87U,fiU7 2 ] • . o t than what w know
tho e ix roads co. t, can be built aero-. iho.-e uuinhabit cl, barren,
ancl irregular monn tu.in
They I L·o timate that the Rliort , t s nth rn rout , (from ?ort
mith t Han Fra.nrisc ,) which js 2,013 miles long, c n
1mi1t for
th um of .;D4.>- ... 0 000. ThiR roa.<l is 1:rn rni1 . lon~cr thn tl e ix
r acl re~ rrc l t , nd y t they t.imatc th· t it ci n be built for
$17, ,-1 GU7 20 Jc ·s moo y l
vVi t.hont the xamination of a ·ingl c :fi o-ure to s e wherein the cnofo rs hu
rr cl, docs IJ.Ot th j 1ulgm nt of very w 11-in form •d man
in truct him at once that uch ·ti ates cann t be r liecl. u1ion by nny
con i l r, te person? Who w uld take tock and xp ml his money in
furtherance of a chcme
ed up n c timate, so ntirc1y at, ar with
all the experience of railroacl men, especially if the c 'timat s w r
made by army eng ineers, who have bacl no pra t.i al , ccpmintan e with
the business of railroad builcling? And shall the nati n be less considerate in the appropriation of its money tlu:u in<liviclnals? Surely
not.
The un<l r, igncd has heard no practical railroad man stimate the
co t of con, iructing a railroad upon the cl sorts and in the mountains,
far r moved. from the labor and. the materials which have to be con.r
v 'Y l th ' l' froni the ends of the road, at so low a price as twice the
·o t
bnil<ling the best roads in the eastern 1- tates, where materials,.
lab r anc.l fo are clo e at hand. A roacl 2,075 miles long, at only
. ·70,
p r mil , (which is the average cost of the six largo eastern
railr a
woullcost '145,250,000,insteadofcostingonly. 7,9U0,000,
as e timat cl h the ngin ers, for the guidance of Oongrc s; ancl the
road 2,02, mil' loner, at '70,000 per mile, would. cost '141,75 ,00 ;
where,t h la.to t ·timates of the engineers tell us it can be built
for 04,72 ,
.
But it i n t believed that ither of tho two roads can be built for
$70,0 0 er mile. A d ubl '-track road-and no other could be safely
n, eel in desert. and mountain far removed from the abode of menannot, in the pini n f the unc.1 rsicrncd, be built and uitably
equipped for the tran, acti n fa bu 'iue s gigantic enough to pay legal
intere t upon its co t, hort f l , 00 per mile ; it is not at all certain that it can be built :Cr double ·70,000 per mile- 140,000 per
mile. It is difficult to cone ive at what cost cro s-tics and rail can
be conveyed hundreds of miles · at what cost grading, embanking,
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and blastina-0 can be done, when laborers, and food, and tools) are to
be conveyed more than a thousand miles. Having no experience to
teach us, we are compelled to wander in the wilderness of conjecture.
If the experience of the United States in conveying stores high up
the plains is in any way applicable, it would teach us that the cost of
heavy articles is largely multiplied by the mere expense of transportation. The opinion is entertained that all estimates of cost of public
works in distant mountains and sultry deserts are in danger of being
too low rather than too high; the tendency of the mind is to constantly
refer to similar work done elsewhere, though the surrounding circumstances may be wholly unlike. No hesitation is felt in placing
upon record the opinion, that no railroad 2)000 miles long, from the
Yalley of the Mississippi to San Francisco, upon any route whatever,
can be built and stocked for $100,000 per mile-$200,000,000. For
however cheaply built, the road will require an immense stock to
enable it to have sufficient capacity to earn interest upon the prodigious expenditures of money its building will necessarily involve.
A few additional thoughts, and the subject of thefeasibility of building a railroad from the Pacific across the mountains to the Mississippi river, at a remunerative cost, will be dismissed.
Suppose a railroad can be built as desired, and at a cost not exceeding $70,000 per mile, which is a cost of $140,000,000 for 2,000 miles.
The interest on that sum, per year, is $8)400,000. That road is a
well managed one which, after paying all expenses, saves 45 to 48
per cent of its earnings ; but, in this case, suppose one-lia~l of the
earnings are saved, and can be counted as clear profit. To clear a
profit of $8,500,000 with which to pay the interest, the road would
have to do a business of twice that amount, or $17,000,000 per year!
Does any reflecting man suppose that a community of 500,000 souls
on the Pacific coast can do an overland business) (which is, in all
cases, less than the maritime business of a people having a sea-coast
extending a_n d meandering through seventeen degrees of latitude,)
the very cost of transporting which exceeds $17,000,000?
Let us look at this in a practical way. The entire value of the
foreign imports of California by both sea and land, during the past year,
amounted only to $5,951,379; the foreign exports to $8,224,066total $14,175,445. Of these exports, no less than $1,034,651 consisted of "foreign produce," which was not wanted, and therefore
was sent to other countries. These figures were obtained at the Treasury, and may be relied on. Now, if the entire value of the foreign
commerce of California is only about $14,000,000, what was the price
paid for carrying to and from California that $14,000,000 worth of
goods? If that commerce had consisted wholly of iron, beef, pork,
flour, naval stores, &c., the cost of freighting it hither and thither
would have been abont one-tenth of the value of the articles carriedsav $1,500,000. If that commerce had consisted wholly of brandy,
the cost of carrying it would have been about one-fortieth or one-fiftieth of its value-say $350,000. If that commerce had consisted entirely of clothA, (whether of wool, cotton, or silk,) the freight would
have amounted to a very small sum of money.
And here it is well to recall a great fact, viz: that of the commerce
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of the United State , whether foreign or dom e.-Lic, lrnt an insignificant
part i conveyed upon railroad. . rrhe great body of the trade i. tlonc
upon the ocean, the lake., the river , the ca,nals, and upon plank ancl
gravel roads. The busines. oi fr ightin (T d ne upon railroatli:1, important as it truly i , may, when contra ·tccl with tha.t done upon the
water, be safely pronounced in. ignijicant.
It is also afo to say that the freicrht of the, 14,000)000 of California
commerce for the ear 1 -5 lid not probauly e_·ceecl one and a half
millions of dollars ; I>r bably con iderably le ..
Supposing that the freights earnctl on clom stic goods sent to ancl
from California by shipper. from the Atlantic ports of the Uuitecl
tatcs durincr the ye r 1 5~ amounted to thr
millions of <lollars;
the aggrecrat fr i<Tht
:un cl y shipp r, of foreign and domestic
go cl. wonhl be fom r fom an<l a lrn,H millions f dollars-an aggregate by far ab ve the r a.1ity.
By dcling th far f r all pa enger. t and from alifornia, by
ea an l by Ian 1, in 1 55, the a<Tcrr <rate inc me from pa. engers, and
fr
frci~ht , at th hiCTh rate a urned, might amount to ome :five
or i.
illi n of ollars.
J ut n. small portion of this trade could be taken away from hip11 r ; nncl v •n if it cou] l, it would g but J)art way towards upportinCT one railr ad insteacl of maintaininrr three, rccommendecl by
the c mmitte . But a small portion of the freight of any country
that, is favor d with an e.,rtcn iv ea-coa t is conv yeu upon roads f
any kin l, xcep t to and from the seaports. This hol<ls true, not only
with 'WY rk, but ali:;o wjth the interior• tates of hio, :Michigan,
Inclia1rn, K ntucky, Illinois, and Missouri; the great mass of the
freight f each no of which States is carried to market by water, and
not by Janel conveyances. The Ohio, and the Missi ippi, and the
Irnnois rivers, and the lakes, and. their connecting canals, bear upon
their bosom a hundred times more tons of frejght than all the railroach1 in all the tates which border upon those waters.
• o 11]y in a greater degree) with the ocean conveyances contrasted
wi h r acls. How numerous are the instances where articles are conv y d hnn lrec.l of miles along the Atlantic coast in light vessels, and
le icl 1 wn at the seaports, and sold. at a less pricv than the same article br u~ht in upon roads only some :fifteen or twenty miles. Any
m mbcr of ~oncrrc s can learn of various instances of this kind by inuiriu g of bu.-in ss men in this very city. And Congress is not at
liberty to be blind to the existence of facts in relation to the relative
co t of waler an<l. land transportation which bear so u.irectly upon the
/ea ibility of tho e great mountain roads, considered in an economical
point of view .
To how that the hipping interest is really and truly able to
ma~ntain it bu i~c ' ~ndiminished in the face of any competition
wl:1ch any mountarn 1:a1lr ad can possibly start against it, and that
r~1lr ads canno~ take 1t away from the ship-owners, attention iB inv1tecl to the vanou letter appended to this report. Not being persona.lly acquaintecl with large hippjng m erchants of intelligence and
probity in the northern citie., the Speaker of the House (and this
occasion is gladly embraced to make acknowledgments for the cheer-
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ful politeness with which the service was rendered) enclosed the inquiries of the undersigned to eminent Boston merchants. Mr. vVm.
Sturgis, who, in the language of the Speaker, "is one of the oldest
and most intelligent merchants of this country," says, "I am unable
to give the relative cost of transportation over the several routes named
in the memorandum; but, assuming four cents per ton per mile as
the lowest rate, and the shortest route from New York to San Francisco to be 2,500 miles, it would cost one hundred dollars to carry a
ton of goods from one of these cities to the other by railroad; a
charge quite disproportionate to the average value of goods usually
shipped between the two places, and too heavy to be borne by most
of them.
"The best answer I can give to the inquiry as to the present and
prospective rates of transportation over existing railroads, will be
found in a pamphlet recently published by Captain Wm. H. Swift,
formerly in the United States service, a copy of which will be sent
with this. I entirely concur with him in opinion that these rates
must be materially increased to make railroads remunerative; and
this remark will apply to those that may hereafter be constructed, as
well as to those already in use.
'·I doubt if a railroad from the Mississippi to the Pacific would
derive much support from the transportation of merchandise. The
advocates for building this road profess to believe that a large portion of the productions of India and China would ultimatel y find their
way to the Atlantic States by this route. Such is not my belief. At
the present time, first-class ships that will carry 2,000 tons each way
may be chartered for a voyage from New York or Boston, thence to
Canton or Calcutta and back to the United States, for $5 0,000 the
voyage round; thus bringing the rate of freight to $12 50 per ton, out
or home. It will cost nearly or quite as much to bring a ton of merchandise from Canton or Calcutta to San Francisco as to bring it to
the Atlantic; and the expense of bringing it from California to New
York by railroad would be at least three times as much as the profit
expected by the merchant upon the whole voyage, as now carried on."
The foregoing extract throws much most valuable light upon several important points connected with the subject under consideration.
The pamphlet of Captain Swift, to which Mr. Sturgis alludes, places
the actual cost of carrying freight on the New England roads at
two cents and four-tenths of a cent per ton per mile; if the profits
are to be as much as the costs, then the railroad charge for carrying freight should be four cents and eight-tenths of a cent per
ton per mile. Mr. Sturgis reckoned the freight at four cents a ton
per mile, which would be too low, even in New England; far less
among the Rocky and Snowy mountains) where the expenses would be
so much greater. Instead of four and eight-tenths of a cent, call the
frei ght five cents per ton per mile. So as to distance. Mr. Sturgis
makes it too short; from San Francisco to Fort Smith is 2,025 miles,
or from San Francisco to the southwest line of Missouri, near Springfield , is 2,025 miles; and from there to St. Louis, 350 miles; and
thence to New York, I, 150 miles: in all, from San Francisco to New
York city 3,525 miles, and not 2;500 miles as he estimates. The ex-
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tremc outhern route would be still longer. At five cents per ton
per mile it woulcl co t to carry a ton of merchantli .,e from San Franci co to New York, on~ railroad, no l e than , l 7G 25 ; at four cents
!)Cr ton per mile, it would co t 141 ; at three cents per ton per
mile it woul d co t 103 7".
\Vhen it is considerecl that merchan<lise can be conveyed from
China, or from the E t Inclie. , to N cw York or Boston for $ ~2 50
per ton ; ancl when it i. known that "it will cost nearly or q mte as
mu('.h to briner a ton f mcrchandi e from anton or Calcutta to San
Franci co n to briner it to the Atlantic," can any member of t.his
I u. e. app e th, t march, urli.·c will he cnt from China a nd India
t alifornia, t be 'Cnt ovcrla.ncl to ew York at a cost of $ 176 25
pert n?
As thi,• point i an .·ccc ing-ly important one, and worthy of the
mo't careful c n ·idcrn..tion, attention i pcciall y invited to the followin11· .·tra.ct from an aulo lett r written by Mc rs . Glidden & Willian., at; th in:tanc of 1\1 . r . James M. Beebe & Uo., and the
, er tar r f the 13 ton" 13oanl of'I.1 racle," l\Ir. J. W. Bates. After
l:tt.i11 1r th, t the co t of sending goods from New York via isthmu s
of P11.~o.11Ht to an Franci co, by team propellers, may be estimated
at.
per on, "an<l ay for <lead weight about one-third less, or
:i:; per ton," fo .Ts . 1 liclclen & ·Williams acld: "We would remark, howcv r, that there arc not many goocls that can afford to pay
such high rate:,. \Ve thin l that while shipper8 can place their goods
in ~\in Franci 'CO from New York ancl Boston at $ 12 and $14 per ton,
a. now, by fir ·t-cla , clipper ships, there will not be enough of the
finer go cl' .·ent forwar<l to tend to a reduction of present rates to
cv n the prices named above, and that the trade will be carried on
principally by ·ailing ve els around the Horn, the steamers taking;
g > cl of high value, and such as may be temporarily in great demand,
continuing to get high rates for them."
It is thus seen that sailing vessel s arc carrying goods from the
Atlanti to the Pacific ports at a cost of from $ 12 to $14 per ton, and
th t. "ther are not many goods that can afford to pay such high
mleH '~ as ,32 per ton for being conveyed from New York to San
Ji'1:a.nc1:co . _How, then, can the friends of the plan of building THREE
rn.1 lron.<ls, with numerous branches, expect to obtain freight at prices
mo,·e than tin· e times as hinh ? True silks satins crapes and cash•
';1
'
'
'
)
m er , , a, rncrle half ton of which would supply so many merchants,
~n have_ a value o large, would be carried by that conveyance which
1 the qmcke t; for, at th_e rate of $12, or even $25 per ton, what
woulcl be the co ~ of carryrng one yard of silk, or satin, or lace? Not
cnonerh to ~!fee~ 1t co t, of course; and hence the greatest speed will
be_, o_uerht for without regard to its cost. But, as Messrs. Glidden &
"\~ 1lhams a:-r, there. are n_ot many goods that can afford to pay even
. JO per t~n for .carnage from one port to another. This fact, taken
rn connex10n. with the tatcm_ent of Mr. Sturgis, that "it will cost
nearly or quite a much to brmg a ton of merchandise from Canton
or alcutta to an ] ranci co a to brinO' it to the Atlantic " and that
the " ex pen e of bringin~ it from Calif~rnia to New York'by railroad
woulcl be at lea t three times as much as the profit expected by the
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merchant upon the whole voyage as now carried on," must satisfy
even the most prejudiced that the trade of Asia is not lilcely to be
taken from ships, and placed in the cars which traverse the mountains
of Utah and the desert plains of New Mexico and Nebraska.
But it may be said that, although "freight" cannot be profitably
diverted from ships to a mountain road) upon which, after being carried 2,000 miles, it would still be left 50 or 75 miles west of the
western boundaries of Arkansas, Missouri, or Iowa, yet that the
TRAVEL over it would be far larger than the undersigned has-admitted;
that the ''passengers'' traffic would be large enough to make one first
class military commercial railroad remunerative. Let us test this supposition by comparing it with known facts.
Of course travellers would start from one or the other of the two
ends of the railroad, as people do not live in any con5iderable numbers in the deserts and the mountains. The "way', business will be
inconsiderable; the "through" business will be almost the sole
business.
The receipts of the great Baltimore and Ohio Railroad (379 miles
long) were, last year, $3,711,453 85; of which no less than $3,103,154 85 were derived from "tonnage," and only $608,299 fro m
"way" and "through" passengers both! At the same rate, the receipts for passengers on the Pacific railroad, 2,000 miles long, would
be $3,210,000 per year! This would not keep the machinery and the
road-bed in repair I
During the last year the New York and Erie Railroad, one of the
longest and most important roads in this country, conveyed 980,449
passengers, earning $1,698,670 15. Of the 980,449 passengers, 924,106 were "way" passengers, earning 1,104,017 48, and but 56,340 were "through" passengers, earning $594,652 67.
Of " way" passengers, who compose the bulk on every passenger railroad of importance in the United States, the Pacific railroad would
have next to none at all, until after it becomes possible for people to
live in the desert and in the Rocky mountains.
Should a Pacific railroad, beginning at San Francisco and terminating on the western borders of either Arkansas, Missouri, or Iowa,
where population is sparse, and so continues quite down to the Missi sippi river, 300 miles further east- should such a road, thus unfavorably terminatin g at the east, have a "through" passenger business
as large as the Erie road, which connects the western States directly
with New York and Boston, it would amount to but $2,563,000 !
scarcely one-fourth of the money necessary to keep up the road and
machinery, supposing the road was built and made a present of to
tho e who would undertake to run it and keep it in good repair! The
entire "through" passenger business of the New York Central, the
New York and Erie, the Pennsylvania, and the Baltimore and Ohio
railroads, does not yield money enough to keep in repair and run a
Pacific railroad, although those four roads connect 15,000 ,000 of
people with the four greatest commercial cities upon the Atlantic
coast!
How can Congress rationally suppose that theory a sound one which
necessarily assumes that the _passenger traffic between 500,000 men,
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wom n and children on the Pacific coast, ?,000. miles off, an~ the
bonl r population we t of Arkansas, or Missoun, or ~owa, will be
greater than that carried on over the four great connectrng roads betw en Bo ton :rew ork, hiladclphia, Daltimore, and the hundreds
of :mall citie~ and manufacturing villages on the one hand, and the
, hole we t on the oth r?
.
The B , ton merchant have shown, as before set fortI1, that a _railroad a ro. h mountain cannot successfully compete rn the fre1~htin0' bu. inc. with tho ·e hipping men who h~ve. carried the American
:fiacr into v ry seJ:L. And we have seen that if its through passenger
lL inc.-. mil for mile, were a great as that of the New _York and
1 ri
milr • d, it earning would not equal onefourth of its annual
xp n:e .
'rak , th n, the travel, ancl what freight c_an b~ obtained, .aD:d ~h?
c. n :n. t.hnt th • rnin()' of a road from Cahforma to the M1ss1ssippi
w n1 1l li, ,prnl to th um of ,400,000_ per year? _If a road cannot
h r li •don to earn that vast um, then its construct10n ought not to
h ommcnc cl. At 70,000 per mile, either road would cost a little
o,· •r on 1nm<lr d an l forty millions of <l.ollars ; the annual interest
upon wlt ic:h, at , j_, per cent., is $ ,~00,000. Of the earni_ngs _it _takes
onc-lwlf to 1my the cxpen cs of runmng the road and keeprng it m repni r. ':I.10 r alize the ,400,000 with which to pay the interest upon
the ·o:t, th road, therefore, would have to earn double that sum, which
j , ,.'Hi ,
,000 I Now can any one show tlwttheroad can earn thefirst
lwlf of that snm, with which to run it and keep it in repair, much less
th• , c oncl,, ,400,000, with which to pay the interest on first cost?
an any ne point out satisfactorily from what sources even HALF
E. 'Ol o II nrning ($4,200,000) can be obtained to keep the road running
ancl j n good repair ?
J nt in stca of building and equipping one of those roads for the
pri 'of a Ma sachusctts, or New York, or Pennsylvania, or of a Maryln.nil railroad, the cost may Le safely calculated to be more than twice
as 11111 ·h ; if so, the interest would be at least $16,800,000 per year;
ancl to pay that sum would require gross earnings to an amount of
no 1,. s than thirty-three million six hundred thousand dollars per
annum for vcr !
ot nly o. The committee recommend the House to construct
'fIIItt:1-; 81(('1, roads, the shortest of which to be not Jess than 2 032 miles
lon ,r, , ncl 'ndin()' with seven roads east of the mountains 'and three
w : t of it. To 1~roperly support that hydra-headed road alone, the
unit ,a , npport of the entire industrial interests of the whole British
cmpir wonl l prove utterly inadequate !
·
~he , onthern road has proportions equally gigantic and pretentious,
wh1L t the hy1~erbo~ean _route, looking into Puget's sound from the
11c_ncl of Lake upenor, is dwarfed into the modest length of 2,025
ru1l R. Had the route from Kansas, in Missouri, aoross the Arkansa nlonrr
~he llucrfano, up the acclivities of Mr. Fremont's El San1
~rc cl
hr1sto pas , through the Sierra Blanca, into the long ascendmg val!cY. leadmg up to the grand a~d majestic heights of Colonel
e~to~ f~r-famed Coo-cha-t?-~J~ pass m the Rocky mountains; thence
dove, nits violent western declivities through narrow gorges, dangerous
1
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defiles, and deep and crooked canons, into the swift and boundincr
waters of Grand river; thence scale the steep sides of the W ah-Satch
agglomeration of mountains, and descend from their giddy h eio-hts to
Colonel Benton's beautiful spring O-jo San Jose ; thence des;end to
the Santa Clara meadows, which are but one mile high above the level
of the sea; thence onward through the picturesque country which
Colonel Fremont aptly describes as a country '' bristling with mountains;" and thence to the Sanely desert, along the "river of sand,"
through Walker's pass of the Snowy mountains, down said mountains
to the San Joachim, and thence along the same to San Francisco;
had this route, only some 2,080 miles long, been added to the bill
reported by the majority, the completeness of the scheme would have
rendered the labor of preparing this report entirely superfluous. The
bill would have been self-expository and self-condemnatory; as it is,
however) even without that most extraordinary of all routes ever seriously proposed for a railroad by men "with beards on their faces,"
examination must show the scheme of the committee to be, if not a
financial absurdity, at least one of extremely questionable merits.
If one railroad is built across those vast desert plains and mountains, it will, in all probability, rqq uire to keep it in running order,
and to pay only simple interest upon its first cost, annual earnings to
an amount not less than $33,600,000 ! If two such railroad5 shall be
built, annual earninis to the amount of $67,200,000 will be required;
if three r oads, then f l00,800,000 ! A sum of money greater, probably, than is yearly earned by all the shipping of all the oceans of the
world!
In other words, a railroad is too costly a thing to be employed everywhere, for every purpose)· because it is a great and self-sustaining commercial convenience in a densely populated country of divers industrial pursuits, it by no means is to be inferred that goods sense calls
for its introduction into Iceland, Africa, or Patagonia. Nor is the
success of railroads in Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Georgia, to
be taken and held as proof that it is well to attempt to construct one
2,000 miles long over numerous ranges of lofty and uninhabited mountains, merely to transact the business of half a million of people in
California; especially when that people front more than 1,500 miles
upon the most tranquil ocean upon the globe.
The undersigned, for the foregoing and many other reasons which
time does not allow to be adequately set forth upon this occasion, is
of the opinion that, considered in reference to its ability to maintain
itself from its own earnings, a railroad from the Mississippi river to
the Paci.fie ocean is not f easible upon any route yet explored and reported upon to Congress. If not one, of course not several.
Third. But supposing the road were feasible, considered in a money
point of view, is it politic (if it has the legal power) for the general
government to forestall individual enterprise) and proceed to construct
a railroad for the accommodation of trade and travel? Clearly not.
The nations of Europe, as nations, build canals, turnpikes, colleges,
churches, &c. The policy of the United States, on the other hand,
has hitherto been to leave these things to be done by the several
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by the people.. qr the up:Vards of 24,000 m~les of railroa now in actual operation m the Umted States, not.a mile ha~ been
built by the United t_atcs gov~rnme~t. And yet tn: expans10n ~:
the railroad sy tern, without bemg stn;1ulated ~y nat10nal competi
ti n into greater activity, has b~en .qmte a~ rapid as th~ welfare of
other material interests would Justify-quite. What. mterest has
repre entecl to ongres that too small an am~unt of capita~ ha~ been
inve tecl in railroad and canals, and requestrng sucl~ leg1slat10n as
, ill cau. c capital to be more rapidly in Ye tec1 in new ra1.lroads? True,
ngre: hn occa ionally, ancl, at the present sess10n, .frequen~ly,
aidecl th, con trnction of railroads through governmen_t lands, takm;g
c r to double the price of the alternate reserv~d sec~10ns. But this
y ·tcm is of recent date, and by no means meets with umversal app.roval;
th solidity of the ol~jcction urged against it is alrea~y ~ecomrng. so
mn.uil'- t< a11, that it i exceedingly doubtful whether 1t w1ll be ~amtain cl b •vmHl th .·istcnce of the present Congress. The small stimuln. n.fft n°lc<l to the bu. ine of railroad building by this aid gi·rnn by
\rn,rr :s to roads bnilt or builcling through its unsettled lands, is not
b li Yccl tn have hacl, o far, a very material influence upon the gener l mov ! Ill nts of the capitali ts of the country; except so far as relat . t I I li nui , Mis· uri, and Alabama, its inflnence upon railroad
uuil1ling has) probably, had no perceptible influence.
, 'hall 1o!l'rrcs go a tep further? Shall it step forward, and, by
the 1v of its lands, or of its money, build one, two, or three con tin ntal rail ,vays) each of them not less than 2,000 miles long, and each of
th m co.·ting not le than double the cost of roads in the settled portions of the country-say $140,00 0 per mile, which is $280,000,000
f r 2)000 miles ot road?
At the time this country shook off the dominion of Great Britain,
w , 1th wa: very equally divided. Rarely could an individual be found
who,·c pr p rty was worth one hundred thousand dollars. Paupers
w r almo. t unknown. The country had but little wealth, and but
littl panpcri m. In 1800, the country was still poor, and the governm. nt wa~· in debt. Indivicluals lacked the capital necessary to open '
mine,, cl1rr canals, construct roads, or to clear out rivers and harbors;
, ~cl, h ~cc, the <levelopment of these sources, and of these means
with wh_1 ·h to acquire wealth, was necessarily slow, as compared with
th rapal cl v lopm~nts. of the present. To quicken movements,
~ tnt., ·omme~ced d1grr10g canals by making use of their several
er_ cl1t ; a:. oc1a~cd companies built turnpikes, and founded banks
w1 h , mall capital and large issues · cities built wharves and imp1rov cl h arb. rs by u ing their municip~l credit ; and, in obedience to
t 1 popn 1nr 1mp_ul. e, the general government itself used its credit to
found a bank, with the notes of which to swell the amount of the currency.
. 'rhe re .nlts :Vere producti:7e o~ great good and of much evil. An
immcn. e rntenor can'.11 navigat10n, without a rival in the world was
created; man~ tho1~ ands_ of mi~es of turnpike-roads were built ; ~ines
w re opened, factories bmlt, ships and steamboats launched and fortune created wit1~ a r_apidity.n~vcr before witnessed. Th: railroad
system followed with like rapuhty, distancing all the world beside.
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On the first day of January, 185 6, the railroads of the United States
numbered more miles of road in actual operation than those of all
other nations added together.
But experience taught that managing banks and building national
roads was a business for which the general government was peculiarly
unfitted. The experiencEJ of the several States teaches the same lesson;
in proof of which, it is only necessary to point to the financial difficulties occasioned by attempting to execute works of internal improvement. Look, for example, at the experience of Pennsylvania, Maryland, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, and Mississippi. Even New
York, with its supposed success in its schemes, was compelled to resort
to direct taxation to restore its severely wounded credit.
Most of the railroads and turnpikes, most of the academies, colleges,
and universities, all of the churches, and most of the libraries, all of
the ships, steamboats, shops, founderies and factories, and the opening up of farms, plantations, and mines, may be pronounced the results of individual, and not of government enterprise.
There is between the condition of things existing in 180_0 and in
1856 very little similitude. Then, capital was scarce ; the mines unopened; manufactures unestablished; steamboats, railroads, telegraphs,
and the cotton-gin uninvented; and even country turnpikes, as well as
canals, remaining unbuilt. Now~ no nation has a larger capital, or
a greater volume of a hand-to-hand currency, composed of coin and
bank paper, or more valuable opened mines, or more extensive manufactures, or larger agricultural products, nor so many ships, steamboats, miles of canal, railroad, plank road, turnpike-road, or of telegraph lines, as the United States. Wherever it can be shown that
by building a new railroad, a new foundry, a new factory) or a new
ship, a handsome profit can be made, there will capitalists speedily
make their appearance. So it is in mining, so in farming, and
planting.
.
When the country was truly poor, there was some excuse for desiring government to come to the aid of individuals seeking to build
"roads to their mines, to their shops, or to their farms. But now,
when the country is rich, and when capital is seeking investment in
any and all enterprises that are both safe and profitable, it is at war
with sound policy for those charged with the administration of the
government to seek, or to allow themselves to be persuaded, to enlarge
its patronage and increase its cumbrousness by entering upon the
business of railroad building. For if government once enters upon
the business, though' only in the humble capacity of assistant, the
speculators and agents who may be interested will soon contrive to
convert it into the principal.
If the contemplated railroads will be as profitable as claimed, then
their construction ought to be left to those gentlemen whose regular
business it is. They ought not to be deprived of it. G·overnment
ought not to interfere with the business of its citizens; it ought not
to compete with them in the transportation of trade and travel upon
the land any more than upon water. If Congress builds a line of road
as a matter of accommodation, and not for competition, then it should
do the same thing wherever desired. To do less, is partiality. And
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an honest government is necessarily impartial; it ceases to be honest
the moment it loses its impartiality.
As capital is abul!dant and enterprise superabundant, individuals
will build the roads west from the Mississippi, as they have from the
east to the Mississippi, if those roads may be fairly considered paying
roads; and as the majority of th0 committee are of opinion that they
will be, it is respectfully submitted whether sound policy does not require Congress to leave the work, and the profits thereof, to those
enterprising pen~ons who so commendably seek to enjoy it !
If, however, the work will not pay, but will entail ever-continuing
expense, why should Congre s build a roacl that prudent capitalists
will not touch? vVhy should government be less wise and less prudent than individuals-especially aA it would cost government far more
to buil<l, and far more to maintain, a railroad than it woulJ. experienced
and prudent individual ? Where prudent and experienced men hesitate, the government may well pau e before committing itself to an
expenditure of hundreds of millions of dollars.
And, be ides, it ia considered entirely inexpedient and impolitic to
enter upon the busines of constructin g railroads for the accommodation of trade and travel. If this policy is entered upon, why shall
not the United States next proceed to build a direct road from Washino-ton to New York, and thence to Portland? vVhy shall it not seek
to avoid the errors of location committed by the New York ,entral
railroad, and build a road from New York to Buffalo on a more direct
and shorter line? vVhy not build a road from New York to Erie, in
Pennsy 1vania, on a line that will more perfectly accommodate trade
and travel than does the New York and Erie railroad? If the government is induced to enttr upon a competition with capitali ts to
supply railroad accommodations, when ancl where is it to stop? If a
crevasse is once opened, who can foretell the extent of the ravages of
the flo ocl? \Vho can say where the new channel will run? vVhat
interest woulcl be safe from congressional incursion when all barriers
but disc1·etion are removed? When lobby agents for competing railroads shall be as numerous as steamship agents, what railroa<l stockholder shall be able to say his road will not next be subjected to government competition? And when five or ten years hence the Territories
hall b ta.le , who can predict that the subject of government' duly
to_ furni:h the people railroads to put down "corporate monopolies"
will not nee eel the pre ent Territorial ao-itation ?
The under io-n d i immovably oppos~d to the recoo-nition of the
doctrine th tit, is th duty f Congress to build railroad for the accommodation f trade and travel. The object of governm nt is to
protect the property and hu i11e of it citizfn , and not to le en or
to injure the one or the th r by entering into com1)etition wiLh them,
backed by it enormon. trea. nry and credit.
But we pa s from thi. import nt point to a con ideration of anoth r
plau ibility, which ha be n much r liecl on by many latitudinarian
expounders of the power an bject of the general government.

Fourth. If it i impolitic an<l un eemly for the govcrnm nt t~ ngage in a competition with it wn citizen , can it not, with pr pncty,
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·construct either a military or a postal railroad for the use both of the
United States and of traders and travellers? No; for if govern- .
ment builds a military railroad, it could not legally be wrested from
the object of its construction, and converted into a commercial road.
As well might the Secretary of the Navy rent an office in New York
or Boston, order the United States ships-of-war into the harbor, and
commence a freighting business between the United States and England, in competition with the shipping merchants ! As well might
the ofiicers and soldiers of the army be hired out to farmers, or set to
work in factories ! As well might forts and arsenals be converted
into flour mills, or blacksmith's shops, or town halls, for the convenience and pleasure of the people living near them! Government
was instituted for the protection of its citizens against foreign invasion and domestic insurrection, and not to enter into the freighting
business, or into railroad building, for the benefit of the trading and
travelling classes.
It can lawfully build a fort; but, under the pretence of its being a
fort, it cannot build a fio'ur-mill. So also can it build a military road,
if absolutely necessary for military purposes; but, under the pretence
of building a military road) it cannot proceed to build a commercial
road, open ticket offices, build stores, depots, and sheds, and commence a freighting business in competition with its citizens. Such
power was never given, for the reason, among others, that wha,tever
business. government entered upon, having power to protect itself, it
would crush out all competition. And, beRides, the powers granted
by the constitution are expressed in clear and direct terms. The
·whole spirit of the instrument is at war with evasions. That spirit,
at times like the present, ought to be respected.
As to the building of postal roads, nothing need be said about the
danger of their perversion to other purposes, for no authority appears
to have been given Congress to build one.
But aside from the impropriety of perverting a military road to
uses other than those for which it was, at least, ostensibly built, there
·a re other reasons why a commercial road, under the pretence of its
being a military one, should not be built by the United States.
In 1812, the cost of transporting troops, munitions of war, &c.,
through the interior of New York, Ohio, and Michigan, to the Canada
frontjer, was truly enormous. The extra cost of transportation would
have built good military roads ; but war not having been anticipated,
they were not built, and the cost of transportation had to be encountered.
After the war was closed, burdened with debt) distrei::sed by a
disordered currency, and unwilling to foster a military spirit at the
expense of the arts of peace, the wise men at the head of our government resolved to pretermit the subject of building expensive military
roads and fortifications, not doubting but that with the growth of the
country good roads would keep pace. It was deemed best to depend
in time of war upon the roads which the people used in time of peace,
instead of rolling up an onerous public debt.
The wisdom of this policy has been nobly vindicated by results.
From Maine to Wisconsin, along the whole Canadian frontier,
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good country roads leading thereto everywhere exi t. In acltlition,
fine cana1s have been dug and lined with thou and· of canal-boats,
and extensive railroads, in most advantageou directions, have been
·built and efficiently equipped with suitable rolling stock. Railroads
have also been built, or are now building, not only along the whole
Atlantic and Gulf frontiers, but railroads conn cting with these at
1
innumerable points, from the remotest interior tate , have also been
built, have been well stockecl, and are well manacrcd. All these have
been built by States and by indivi<lual , without taxincr the federal
treasury. These canal and railroads arc w 11 and profitably managed ; they serve in time of eace a di trilmtor of the good from
which the government derive it incomr; an in war will prove the
most efficient in trument f defence kn wn amon o- military men.
A greater number of m n can be c nv y cl by th 'ill in tw nty-fonr
hour to any con i 1 erablc city bctw en
w rl ami a.ml Portland,
than auy fie t f any on nati n • n lancl at on ti m at th n p int;
so t11at, at the mom n of lanuing, an invacling fo e woiild stanrl in the

pre ence of a uperior force.
lfa l tlie o·overnment iuv lved the nation in a cl 1>t f, · 00,000,000,
a better sy. tern of military roads coul l not hav b en pnt in p 'ration.
"Why, then, should the government of a people o nt rprjsing and
so energetic change its policy, and, at this late day, distrusting tbe
future, commence the construction of military railroads?
Looked at from another point, reasonR against entering upon a
ith rto it ha been an obnew line of policy pre ent them elves.
ject with the wi est of our statesmen not to unnecessarily enlarge
the operations or the patronage of the general government, bnt
rather to keep both within as narrow limits as duty ancl usefulness
will permit.
Placing out of view the fact that a commercial railron.d, in evm·y
day use, will be kept in a higher state of efficiency and at far more
econom ical rates than a military one, and is, therefore, better fitted
for military emergencies than would be an exclusive and but seldom
us
military railroad; putting all thi out of view; the enormous
amount of patronage (of a character that could be but indifferently
well ont.rollecl) which would be devolved upon the general government, i, a mo t serious objection to constructing a military railroad
across the m untains to the PaciAc occ,in . '11:) be able to appreciate
thi , at lea, t to . ome feeble extent, it may he well to examine the
patronag , ju part, (for time will not allow of a full examination,)
which a military railroad 2)000 miles long would confer on the executiYe department of the gov rnment. ·
To do the bu inc on the great road from Boston to Albany, 200
miles, requir s the lab r of 1, 61 men. At the same rate, a Pacific
railroad, 2,000 mile long, would require l!J,610 1uen I
The Baltimore and hio railroad, which is 379 miles long, employed, last year, 4,259 men. At the same rate, the Pacific railroad
would employ 22,472 I
The Hudson River railroad) which is 144 mile long, and very level
employs 1,238 men. At the same rate, the acific railroad would
employ 17,193 men.
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In other words, the Baltimore and Ohio railroad employs 11 men
per mile; the Hudson River road, 8 men per mile; · the Boston and
Worcester road, 8 men per mile; the Western railroad, (from W orcester to Albany,) 9 men per mile. On 8,116 miles of English railroads, 12} men are employed per mile; on the New York Central
road, 10 men per mile; and on the Pennsylvania railroad, 16½ men
per mile are employed. At the rate employed on the English railroads, the Pacific railroad, if just 2,000 miles long, would employ exactly 25,000 men! At the rate of the Pennsylvania railroad, 33,000
men! The three Pacific roads, 99,000 men!
And can we reasonably suppose that a road through such a region
of difficulties and dangers would require less labor than the beforenamed roads? By one single enactment-establishing one military
railroad--the patronage of the government would be increased from
25,000 to 35,000 men! If the creation of one or two places justly
causes reflection and debate, how should a measure creating 35,000,
or rather 100,000 places, be received? That this is not all, will be
shown next.
To exhibit, in part, the value of the· patronage which a military
railroad, doing commercial business, would bestow, the following
table has been prepared. The table will show certain expenses necessarily encountered by certain companies:
New York
Cenu-al.
Number of miles of road of
main road .•..........•....
Number of locomotive engmes .•....•..•.•......•..
Number of passenger cars .•..
Number of baggage cars ..•...
Number ot freight cars .......
Number of cars .. , •.•..••••.

New York
and Erie.

Pennsylv'a Baltimore & Boston and
R.R. Co.
Ohio.
Worcester.

Total.

298

460

248

3i9

44

1,430

188
2,425
(all kinds.)

203
125

115
94

208
73

29
107

743
*399

43
2,770

24
1,485

14
3,338

18
746

*99
*8,339

2,938

1,603

3,425

781

11,172

...... . .....

············
2,425

- ·
Cost of fuel, per year, for engines ..........•.....••.... $589,830 61 $481,270 91 $138,202 43 $726,204 96 $ 151,475 98 $2,086, 984 89
Yearly cost of oil, tallow, &c,
for engines and cars ........ 126,007 15
98,808 38
31,431 50
66,443 45
10,341 33
333,031 81
Cost of waste, &c., for cleaning .......... ..............
4,244 24
9,798 61
986 06
15 .028 91
Loss and damage of goods
and baggage ... ....•....•..
35,083 84
21,631 40
t56, 715 24
Repairs of fences and gates ...
8,340 56
9,132 50
tl7,479 06
Damages for injuries to persons .•..•....••...•....... 43,839 43
3,015 00
1,670 70
*59,081 67
10,556 54
Damages to property, including damages by fire, and
cattle killed on the railroad. 12,280 94
96,813 96
30, 734 34
t 139,829 24
Repairs of roadbed and railway ... . ............ .. •... 657,290 20 530,400 88 181,717 01 476,547 58 104,737 24
1,940,692 91
For taxes and insurance ...... 111,529 47
54,583 05 141,213 35
317,182 88
9,857 01
l~or repairs of station buildings, fixtures, and furniture. 56,325 71
25,031 05
49,000 00
19,398 05
t
149,754 81
Amount of materials kept on·
hand ......... ... ......... 664,374 06 504,655 06 252,506 11 293,733 63 203,396 18
1,918,665 04
Cost of repairs of macbinery. 778,360 79 386,894 90 620,578 04 503,884 68
96,673 33
2,386, 3\Jl 74

............ ............

............
............ ............
............
············ ············
............
............

............

............

············

* For four roads.

t For two roads.

t For three roads.

The above table takes no notice of the salaries of the officers and
pay of the men; and yet the five items--cost of fuel, cost of oil for
wheels and waste for cleaning, &c., cost of insurance · and taxes, cost
of keeping the machinery in repair, and keeping the road-bed and rail-
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Fifth. Has the Con O'J'CSS of the United States constitutional author'it ·onf tT cl 11 pon it authorizin O' it to provide for building either railrua.cl. r ·anal frn: th u. e._ and_ convouienccs of the people?
It ha not. vV1 e men like l\lr . J efferson, Mr. Madison, Mr. Macon,, .
fr. . lk Jnclge _\Vo_odbury, and 1:11any others of high authority upon
quc. tion' of const1tut10nal law, believed that the constitution conferred.
no such n.n~hori~y_upon ongress . Referring, for the reasons upon whichhe ba e h1 oprn10n, to the numerous able expositions of this subject
H. Rep. 274-4
'
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(without presuming to attempt to add new ideas upon them;) the undersigned satisfies himself with an expression of the opinion that Congress has no authority, express or implied, to build a railroad either
in the States or in the Territories. But for the great length to which
this report has already been extended, a summary of the opinjons of
great constitutional expounders upon this point would have been added
hereto. It is, perhaps, scar:cely necessary.
Occasion is taken to express, in terms of thankfulness, the many
favors received from leading railroad and shipping men in different
parts of the United States. In nearly every case where information
has been sought, it has been cheerfully and promptly afforded, though
sometimes occasioning much trouble and loss of valuable time. Few
valuable avenues of information have been left neglected, nor has any
been closed; want of skill and experience has alone prevented a more
perfect use of the valuable materials placed at the disposition of the
undersigned: if any errors of fact, or of inference, have escaped him,.
it is justly attributable to the same cause. However imperfect the
result may be found, the aim has been to reach just and reliable conclusions.
In conclusion, the undersigned believes that Congress ought not to
attempt to build, in whole or in part, alone or in partnership, as a
principal or as an aider, with money or with land, one or more railroads from the Mississippi river to San Francisco, on the Pacific
ocean.
.
All of which is most reipectfully submitted.

Z. KIDWELL.

No. 1.
nbular statement conlct.ini1zg ansUJus lo questions proposed by the select co11wzitle
sentalives, in regard to the several railroad routeafrom, the Jlississi_ppi

epr

~,.!

ig

1'.'ttmber of miles lit att elel'atJorr «hove the sea greater ilianftoui.,,

a::~
,_ -

10.000 9,ooo s,ooo 7;000 5,ooo s,ooo I 4,000 I 3,000
feet.
feet.
feet. feet. feet. 1 feet. foet.

I

1 feet.

-~----1- - - - - -1----------i--- "·L

I

Ncnr 1he -lith and 49th pnrallels {a)f'romS1.Pnul(h)10S('attlc ....•...
:Prom St. Pnut 10 \'ancouver (c) ....
NN1r 4ht nnd '12d parnJlcls, Yia South
Pa,., (d)Fmm Conn. cil Blofl8(e) to Benicia(/}
:Nenr :18tl1 ond :IOlb parallels, via Coochetopa and '.T'abeechaypah PassesP~mwe.. tport(g)toSan_F'rancisco
N car 38th Olld 39th parallels, via Coochetopa and Mndelln PassesFrom ,Yes1port to San Francisco .•
Near 35tll parallelFrom Pt. Smith (h) to San Franclsco.
Near :Ed parallelFrom Fulton (k) to San Francisco..

1,864

0
0

O
0

2,032

0

0

9,0-25

O
0

I

O
0

O
0

16 1 119 391

I

I

28

125
12.5

255

975
975

693

1,2,8

1.432

1,579

28

255

'o

~

I I

~

.JiO (l)l,118
30!1 (l)l,118

i 1,s1e

21-1 {m) ~

I 340

O

~

100

~

315

485

951

1,285

1,461

·12,290

0

20

100

255

365

649

1,374

1,50~

1, i07

2:015

275 '(n) 60-1

2,025

0

0

0

651

745

935

1,158

1,49-2

533 (o) 700

2.075

0

0

(a} The results of the surYey connecting these routes with
l5an Frnnclsco arc not yet reported.
(b} 828 feet abol"e sea.
(c) On Columbia river, 75 miles from its mouth and 157
foet abo,•e seo.
(d) Should tlle route follow Bridgrr•s Pa;;;s it would be 50
mile>' ,-hom•r1 nnd would present, witl1out doubt, a much
better profil,•.

0

~1

317

28

5~

&20

747

·;, c:>

I

3

I

d

J

-g d _. C,

g

~~

-

u:

=.

1

1,118

(e) On the Missouri river, 279 miles in a rurcct line from
Mississippi river, and J,327 above feet the sea.
(/) About 30 miles from San Francisco, on the straits of
CarqUines.
(~) 187 miles from JUississ.ippi ri'°er, and 991 feet above
sea. The mouth of Kansas river (four miles N.N. W .) is
about 900 feet above sea.

9,;7

(n} 60.1

p) 653

l
1

,_ 0 -· ::- ...

I
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13-21

c:>

•

C,

I

c:>:::

12.1 1
.,23

4,4i0

0-16 .
1

705

I

81

I

~O

1128

I

li

, ..... ... , ...•.

l:J-2

1
4:000

I

4,500
4,700
4,172

I

I

0
0

340

1.0B6

e1

415

85

17

'J21

29;3

0

1-U

>
i...,
....
lzj

5

~

1-4

4:091
41 0YJ

1

2,080

1,740

g'J

I

i: 0

1,555
1;555

I

·-• ,_.

::_

i£ l!~I ;g Ei.
J3 Hi P i~i.!rnz;i !~~
s~

1 000

2,000
feet.

9

H :~

I

Len~ f - - - - ~
in oules.
I

g.~

Rockymotlntain '";-'·?1 mue:s_u~ane1crat1ge.
~~~~'!t~_:3,000ft.

$1-10,871.000
1ao;,t11;000
l16.IMl51000
·

t'4

~

0

>
t:::,
~

zt::1
1-3

t::I

91,120,000

~
t_%j

67.900.000

0

(/l) 231 miles from 1\Iis,:i,;;,ipfli river and -170 feet above sea·

(k) 150 miles from ,1is~issippi river and -1l5 foet above >'Ca,
(I} At crossing of Dearborn river.
(m) At Fort Laramie.
(n) At point where route leaves Apishpa riv-er.
(o) Near head of Pajarito creek.
(p} At head of Delaw~re creek.

, 01F.-1'ht" co,t ofeqnipment, inclucled in the e~timates, has been assumed for all of the route,, to b<' $1,100 per mile, with an addition of 50 per cent. for cost of freight, &.c. The
t:qn111nw111 1, c<timat,•tl for !:!tlO p~:,C'ngers dailr, each way, and a light freight bll5iness. The costs oflocomohw:,:, car>', &c., at the places where they arc manufactured, are as follows:
L1wo11111li\ e and teniler, bt cln<:s1 $10,000; eicllt-wheel tank, for 3,000 gallons water, ~;;o; six-wheel tank, for :l,500 gallons water, ~550; freight car, of eight to ten tons' caparit~,
$(K.O; llal!ga:;e l'nr, ~ t /?Q0; pa~.. cnger car, for 50 pa,,,;engers, ~-2,000; passenger car, for i5 passengers, S,2,500.

~

"'d

~

~

No. 2.-Table showing the lengths, sitms qf ascents and descents, equated lengths, cost, &c., of the several roittes explored
for a railway from the .Mississippi river to the P aci.fic ocean.
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Route near 47th and 49th parallels,
from St. Paul to Vancouver.*
Extension thence to Seattle ..•....•..
Route ne ar the 41st and 42d parallels,
via South Pass, from Council Bluffs
to Ilenicia.f
Route near th e 38th and 39th parallels,
from Westport to San Francisco, by
the Coochetopa and Taheechaypah
Passes.II
Route from Westport to San Francisco, by the Coochetopa and Madelin Passes.II
Route near the 35th parallel, from Ft.
Smith to San Pedro.
Route near the 35th parallel, from Ft.
Smith to San Francisco.
Route near the 32d parallel, from Ful.
ton to Los Angeles.
Extension to San Francisco ••••.•••••

i

M~les.
1,445

Milev.
1,864

Miles.
18: 100

Miles.
2,207 lt130, 781,000

.. i; ,iio ·

161
2, 0:12

I, 000
29,120

180
2,583

1,740

2, 030

I 49, 986

1,740

2,290

1

56,514

'-

t

10,090,000
116,095,000

I

374
161
632

3,026 jCost so great! 620
that the road
is impracticable.
3,360 l ...... do ..... l 670

1,490

l,40~
1,450
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91,100 I 215 I 308

190 I 143 I 725 I 284 I 110 I 155 I 80 I 20 I 10,032

~
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t:::1

1,550

1,023

2, 025 149, 954

2, 969194, 720,000 11,002

1,400

1,597

29, 784

2,161

68,970,000

618

979

.350

478

9,617

660

19,020,000

478

0

2,300
2,300

533

339

489

361

218
127

468

10

0

I 100
190 I 94 I 334 I 292
0
492
28
0

0

0

0

0
25
0
0

I

O
0

0

I

7,582
5,717

O
0

0

1

1, 503

* Tunnel at an elevation of 5,219 feet.
t These are the estimates of the office-those of Governor Stevens }laving been brought to the sajlle standard of increased cost as the other routes, and his equipment reduced to that
of the other routes. His estimates were $110,091,000 and $7,030,000.
t Supposing the route to be a straight line,with uniform descent from the Unkukooap mountains (near Sevier river) to the e11trance of the Taheochaypah Pa~s, the most favorable supposition.
§ These surns do not include the areas uf th e cultivable soil as far west as the Cascade and Sierra Nevada mountains. 'l'he rnm of the minor undulations (not included in tile sum of
ascents and descents here given) will rrohably be greater for the route of the 47th parallel than for the other routes; that for the route near th e 32d parallel will probably be the least of all,
With the amount of _work estimated for the roads in this report, the equated lengths cor responding to the sum of ascents and descents liave but little practical val11e. With a full equip~
ment and heavy freight busrness, the sum of ascents and descents becomes tmportant. A. comparison of t:tie de;;:ree of curvature of the routes cannot he made,

II 'l'llnne\ l\t e\evation of 9 1MO feet,
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o. 3.
Bo TON, March 31, 1856.
Sm: Your favor, enclo ing a memorandum from Mr. Kidwell, (both without date,) i received, bnt circum tances have prevented me fr m giving an earlier reply. The memorandum a ks
information relative to the co t of tran porting freight upon railroads, particularly upon certain exi ting and contemplated lines
therein named. It i w 11 known to tho e familiar with the e matters that ther is great difference in the co t f tran portation upon
different ro cl , can cd by the location an l characteristics of such
roads, and other circum tance , which mu t be known, or assumed as
the ba. iH of calculation,£ r eve an, ppr ximate estimate of such aost.
The grade f the r ad-a very import. nt item; the facility and expen e of procuring fu l and water; full l ad each way, to save loss
by drawing mpty car., c ~c., materially affect the co t of tr~n portati n. For instanc , the eacling railroa<l.-over which a vast quantity of coal is annually carrie -is on a level or descencling grade
n arly the whole di tance from Pottsville to hiladelphia; there is at
11 time a fnll upply of freight, so that the quantity by each train
can be adapt to the motive power ; fuel is obtained at the mines at
a cheap rate; and every circumstance is favorable for transporting at
low cost xcepting the fact that a portion of the car must be returned
to the mines empty.
ver thi road c al is carried at 'Omething le s
than tw cent per ton per mile, while four cents per mile for the mi cellaneou frcio-ht usually carried over our New England roads proves
to be unremun rative to mo t of them.
am unable to give the relative cost of transportation over the sever 1 routes named in the memorandum; but, as. urning four cents per
t n per mile a the lowest rate, and the shortest route from New York
t , an Francisco to be 2,500 rr iles, it would cost one hundred dollars
t arry a ton of goods from one of these cities to the other by railrol l
charo-e quite disproportionate to the average value of goods
u ua.11y hipped between the two places, and too heavy to be borne by
mo t f them. r.rhe best an wer I can give to the inquiry as to the
I re ent and pr spective rates of transportation over existing railroads
will be fi nn<l in a pamphlet recently published by Captain William
II. ,1wift form rly in the nited tates service, a copy of which will
ntirely concur with him in opinion, that the o
be ent, ith thi .
rate. mu t be materially increa ed to make railroads remunerative,
and tl i' remark , ill apply to those that may hereafter be con tructed
a w 11 a to tho alr , cly in u . I doubt if a railroad from the Missi.·. ippi to the > cific w ul 1 derive much support from the tran portati n f mercb ncli . Th a vocatcs for buildino- this r ad rofo to
beli ve hat 1 rg portion f the productions ~f ndia and China
would ultim ly fo d th ir way t the Atlantic tatcs by this route.
uch i. not my beli f. At the pre ent time, fir t-cla
hip , that will
carry 2,
ton ec ch, may be chartered for av yage from cw Y rk
or Bo ton thence t \mton r alcutta ancl ack to the U nitecl, tnt ,',
for ... ,
the voyage round, thu brin 0 ing tl e rate of freight to
MY DEAR
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$12 50 per ton out or ho:ne. It will cost nearly or quite as muc~ to
bring a ton of merchandise _from Canton or Calcutta to San ~ra1_1e1s~o
as to bring it to the Atlantic State~, and the expense of brmgn~.g 1t
from California to New York by railroad would be at least three times
as much as the profit expected by the merchant upon the whole voyage as now carried on.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
WILLIAM STURGIS~
Hon . N. P. BANKS, Jr.,
Washington, D. 0.

No. 4.
THURSDAY EVENING, April 3.
MY DEAR S:rn, : Mr. Sturgis is one of the oldest and most intelligent
merchants of this country. He was early connected with the commerce of the Pacific.
Truly yours,
N. P. _BANKS, JR.

No. 5.
Memorandum.

I desire to learn from one of the ablest shipping merch rnts of
Boston, what would be the ordinary expenses, per ton, of shipping
goods in sailing-vessels, or in propellers, from Boston, by the way of
the Isthmus of Panama, to San Francisco? In making his calculations, I wish him to assume that good wharves, piers, docks, and storehouses exist at both Panama and Aspinwall; and that the railroacl
across the Isthmus has a double track and abundance of rolling
stock.
The answer is desired for the purpose of publishing it with a report
upon the subject of constructing a milroad to the Pacific, and hence
as near an approximation to the truth as possible from such imperfect
data will much oblige.
Truly,
Z. KIDWELL.
Hon. Speaker BANKS,
House of Representatives.

BosToN, March 29, 1856.
Srn: The inquiries of the Hon. Mr. Kidwell, which reached us under
cover of your favor of 7th instant, have been submitted to one of our
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most intelligent hippinO' hon. e larrrely cnrr ged in the Pacific
trade, and herewith we berr t
i \TC their r ply.
Very truly; our obedi nt rvant ,
J. M. BEEBE, RI A D ON & CO.
Hon. N. P. BANK, Jr.,

Speaker of House of Representatives, Washington, D. 0.

OFFICE OF TIIE BOARD OF TRADE)

Boston, March 29, 1856.
The letter f Mr. B nk , nd the memorandum of Mr.
Kidwell cone rning the co t of tran porting merchandi e from oston
to I an Franci co,
handed t 1\1 r . li len & Williams, who
are larg ly nO'acrecl in the hipping bu ine with that lace.
Enclo eel have the honor of tran mitting to you their reply, and
tor mam, v ry re pectfully, your obedient ervant,
J. 0. BATE,
GENTLK'.\1EN :

Secretary.
Me r .

JAME

M.

EEBE

& o.,
Bo ton.

o TON, March 28, 1856.
DEAR

m: In reply to Hon. Mr. Kidwell's inquiries, through Mr.

Banks, we UCO' to say, that an an wer will have to be based only on
e timate, a there are no vessels in the trade from here, via th~ Isthmu f Panama, to San Franci co .
The rate n ow from ew York by steamboats, on each side, is $2 50
p r :fi t, or 100 per ton for measurement goods. We estimate that a
f ir pric wonld be, by propellcrsn t A 1iinwall ......................................... 40 cents per foot.
"
, ilroad-A · in wall to anama ... : .. .................. 30
l una1 rn t an Franci co ................................ 60
"

$1 0
"
and ay for dead weight about one-third less-$ 5
each side, with a fair amount of
rate

would be one-half that named for

20 cents per foot.

"
"

30

8

"

or $32 per ton ; for <lead. w ight bout one-third less- 22 per ton.
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We would remark, however, that there are not many goods that
can afford to pay such high rates. We think that while shippers can
place their goods in San Francisco from New York and Boston, at
$12 to $14 per ton, as· now, by first class clipper ships, there will not
be enough of the finer goods sent forward to lead to a reduction of
present rates to even the prices named above, and that the trade will
be carried on principally by sailing-vessels around the Horn, the
steamers taking goods of high value, and such as may be temporarily
in great demand continuing to get high rates for them.
Yours very truly,
GLIDDEN & WILLIAMS.
J. a. BATES, Esq.,
Secretary Board of Trade.

No. 6.
CouRT STREET,

BosToN, MAsa.,

March 18, 1856.
Hon. N. P. BANKS: Your favor, enclosing the queries of Mr. Kidwell, is before me. It finds me very busy. The questions cover a
wide surface, and some of them would require much thought and
careful estimates for a very exact reply ; but I will endeavor, to the
best of my ability, to respond to most of the inquiries.
It is difficult to measure the capacity of a railroad without defining
the gradients; for the same engine which draws 700 tons on a level,
will take less than 70 over a gradient of eighty feet to the mile. It
will also draw 1,000 passengers on a level line with the same facility
it can take 150 on the 80-feet gradient.
Assuming a line 100 miles long, with no gradient exceeding ten
feet to the mile, and an inexhaustible supply of business at each extremity, I entertain no doubt that a single track might transport
annually a million of tons and a million of passengers.
In practice, however, these advantages are not found. Few lines
have less than thirty-feet gradients} the trains are rarely filled, the
business :fluctuates the season, is very irregular, and under the most
favorable circumstances, and under the best management, I think a
single track may have an extreme capacity to transport yearly 500,000
passengers and 500,000 tons of freight. The highest limit thus far
attained, in my experience, is not, however, more than two-thirds of
that amount. By doubling the tracks the capacity is increased at
least seve?--fold; and I know of one line, the Reading railroad, now
transportmg annually about two and a half million tons of freight,
mostly in one direction.
The average cost of transportation here has increased, in the last
e~ght years, more than 40 per cent.; it is, however, now falling. The
r~se has been caused ~y tl~e advance of materials, labor, and fuel, particularly the last, which 1s becoming exhausted in many districts of
our State. A part of the rise is due to repairs deferred from previous
years, and I consider the permanent rise to be not far from 25 per cent.
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The Boston and Worcester railroad is 44 miles long, from W orcester to Boston. It is fed by three railroads at Worcester, and has
consequently more through business than the Western. I have been
conversant with its affairs for twenty years, and have lived near it.
When :first built it cost $1)800,000; had little traffic except through
business. The local was not considered of value.
It paid six to seven per cent., and soon built up a large local business, and populous villages now stand in places then desolate. As its
business increased it doubled its tracks and stations and equipage, and
made branches, and since 1839 has nearly trebled its capital, and still
pays six to eight per cent.
I do not think, however, its local business alone would have paid it
for twenty years above three per cent .
. With respect to the cost of transportation on railroads, it depends
on four elements: The length of line, fuel, gradients, and amount of
business. Where the run is short, say ten miles, the loading and unloading costs three cents per mile, and the engine and cars cannot
average with freight trains more than half a day's duty. Transportation in such cases may cost seven cents per mile.
Where the run is 100 miles or more, and the fuel cheap and the
business ample and gradient light, a vast business can be done, and
passengers and freight be transported at less than one cent per passenger and ton per mile.
Cities and towns spring up in twenty years. Worcester and Springfield have in that time increased six fold ; and if a new line be now
laid through a fertile solitude, I have no doubt it will create a populous country around it.
I am, very respectfully, yours,
E. H. DERBY.
P. S.-I cannot conclude this letter without expressing a few hopes
as to the Pacific railway. Should Congress grant charters, let me
express the hope, that they will not be in trusted to reckless speculators
alone, but that Congress, like Napoleon, will select the most competent men in the country as corporators. Such course will, in my
opinion, save one-third the cost of construction. Let me advocate, too,
the policy of adopting at once three lines; one from the mouth of the
Kansas, by Fort Laramie, to San Francisco; another from the frontier
of Texas to the mouth of the Gila ; another from Superior to the
Straits of St. Juan de Fuca. It seems to me they are all necessary to
develop the country and to quiet the different sections of the Union.
Had I the honor to act on the committee, I should advoJate three
charters for these lines, and for each mile :finished I would suggest a
grant of $10,000 per mile, for which the company should give its
bond, conditioned to transport the mail daily, in each direction, at the
rate of 500 miles per day, and to carry free the officers, soldiers, and
sailors of the United States, and the munitions of war, at a low :fixed
'price, in preference to all other freight.
For :fifty millions the government might thus cheaply secure vast
advantages ; and rating government stock at 4½ per cent., would secure them at little more than the ordinary cost of mail transportation.
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me of the clirectors.

o. 7.
Won E TER !LROA ,
Audito1·' Qf!ice, Bo ton, April 2 , J 5 .
m: The pr i ent of th Bo ton and Worcest r Rai1r acl, t whom
0 TON A D

~

1

your l tt r f the 14tl in tant wa adclres ed, in r lation t th numer fl r n cmr loyed, ancl th m unt pai<l th m by th corporati n,
ha be n
much ccupiccl that he ha not fi nnd time to an wcr y ur
inquirie,·, au ha directecl me t attend. to that duty, ancl explain t
you th c n c of delay.
J ing an analy i of our pay-rolls, the following reI .find, 1p n
sult, viz:
That th re re employed in the several offices at the principal station in Boston ten persons, who e annual average compensation is
, '1 ,fi70 a ·h, arying from that of the clerk or secretary of the corpor tion, , hich i
200, to that of the president, which is $4,000 per
annnm.
'J here ar 1 o eighty-three other persons, who are either agents at
the ,·cv ral .·ta.ti n , head of ,iiiferent departments of labor, conductors
or nn·ine r of train , &c., whose pay averages about 'G75 each, vatying fr m , ·~ t 2,000 per annum.
n n.clcliti n to th fi regoing there was, in 1855, an average of 458
per on cmpl yccl during the whole year, from one dollar to two dollar per day, r at an average of $1 35 L80 , amounting to $193,755;
making in, 11 - l p l"0ns, at a cost of $265,176.
1

REC.APIT LATION.
10 offic('r. and 1Prl· , (prcsicl nt Hllp rint ·nclcnt, &c.)-------------·1 , 111wrinlcncl •nt: of fr ·irrht and pa:scnrrcr · at the stations
in Boston and\ orcc-t r __________________________ 4,340 00
H ·tn.tion ngrnt: on main road, from :300 to ·500_______ 6,050 00
ll to.tion ngcnt · on branchc., from 200 to 500 _.. ____ _ 3, 530 00

$)",700 00

13;020 00
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12 conductors, (passenger trains,) from $600 to $800 ______ $8,400 00
26 engineers, (passenger and freight trains,) at $750 ______ 19, ·500 00
16 road engineers, machinist, carpenter, &c. - - .. - - . - - - - - - - - - • - ... __

$27,900 00
13,901 00

93
458 laborers in repair shop, on the road, and at the several stations_ - ..

71,421 00
193,755 00

Total pay for 1855 - . _...• - - - - - - - - - • • - - • -

265,176 00

In addition to the foregoing there was paid for fuel, which is mostly labor
Iron, and other materials. __ . - - - - - - - - • - - • - _- . - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - __
Loss account, taxes, and insurance __ •.• - - - . ______ - .• - .. - - .. - - • - . - . __

$151. 475 00
166,468 00
20,438 55

Total cost of nmning the road. __ ._. - - . - - ... - ... __

603,542 55

551

Gross income about $1, 830 for each person employed, or $1, 008, 005.
Length of road and branches, 68 miles.
Number of men employed for each mile, 8.
Number of miles run by all trains, 541. 528.
Passengers canied one mile, 25,736,826.
Tons of freight carried one mile, 12,066,959.
On the Boston and Maine road, which, with its branches, is 83 miles long, the number
of men employed was 683, or 8 per mile.
The gross income per man was $1,251.
Number of miles run by all trains, 583,016.
On the Western railroad, from Worcester to .Albany, 156 miles, the number of men
employed was 9 per mile.
On 8,116 miles of English roads it was 12 per mile.
On some of the Massachusetts roads it is but 6½ to the mile.

You will perceive that the number of men required for operating
our roads varies very much, and can make your own conclusions as to
the number which would be employed on the one you are advocating.
The amount of labor and materials will certainly be large, and, according to our views, be put to a good use.
Your difficulty will be to agree upon the route, as there must be a
diversity of opinion, which will be all the more difficult to overcome,
because it will result from interest rather than principle.
We hope you will succeed, and that the road will be built.
Any further information you may wish, which is within our means ,
will be cheerfully furnished.
Respectfully yours,
DAVID WILDER, JR., Auditor.
Hon. z. KIDWELL, M. a.

No. 8.
OFFICE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD

CoMP ANY'

Pliiladelpliia) April 11, 1856.
DEAR SIR: Yours of the 7th instant is received.
The cost of our
best locomotives is ten thousand dollars. These weigh about 60 000
pou~ds. Locomotives weighing from 40,000 to 45,000 pounds may be
obtarned for $8,000 to $8,500 each. Smaller sizes are still lower.
The price of the machine depends, to a considerable extent, upon its

PA IFI

a 1 lain

nt

no-in , nch a are

rvn.nt,

J. ED A " TIT MSO ,
1

Jlon. ½.

KIDWELL,
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111. 0.
No. 9.

O. . n. 0.'
Baltimore, April 9, 1 56.

l•'FICE MA TER OJ!' MA III EBY
,AR

y

1

'm:

herewith encl you an wer to the interrogaiori , made

Mr. iclwe11, wh e letter I enclo e to you.
o,v rage co t f our fir t-clas locomotives is ................ $JOJ000
......... do ...... econ cl ...... do..............................
8,000
o......... o..... .third ......... do..............................
4,500
·no think there will be much, if any, variation in the price of

lo omotiv s.
rrhc v ra(!'c cost f our first-c1a Rs JHi.·,·c'ngcr can, is............ , ,000
......... do ...... econa .... .. <lo ......... lo .. .. .. .. .... . .. ...
2,500
......... cl ...... third ........ do ......... do ...... ............
1, 00
......... lo ...... bc ggag cars .................................
1,000
......... 1 ...... fir t-cla. freight cars........... .. .. .. ..
550
......... o.......... o ....... platform cam.................
400
per y ar t k p ne locomotive in perpetual use, ,~1,500 ;
a pa no-er car 1 ; , nd a freight car, 50.
The aver. O'C lif f 1 omotivcs is between fifteen and twenty years.
Hopiug the abov will prove ati, factory, I am, yours, respectfully,
S. J. HAYE,,

Master of Machinery.
Per HoBLITz ELE.

CnA

NOEY BROOK ,

President.
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OFFICE BALTIMORE AND Omo RAILROAD CoMP ANY,
April 9, 1856.
DEAR Sm: Herewith I send you the report of our master of ma.
chinery on the questions submitted. I likewise send you, by the same
mail, one of our annual reports, which may be of service to your com.
mittee.
Very respectfully, yours,
.
C. BROOKS, President.

No. 10.
ALTOONA, BLAIR COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA,
April 29, 1856.
Sm: I acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the 14th
instant, containing the following inquiries, viz:
"lRt. vVhat number of men, without reference to length of time,
have been employed by your company during the last year?''
In reply, I would state that, taking one month as the average for
the whole year, we employ 4,140 persons.
"2d. vVhat is the average sum of money paid to such persons, in·
elusive of all persons, from the president down to the humblest laborer?''
To this I answer, that in one month we pay out as compensation
for services rendered the sum of $109,509 44, which yields to each a
monthly average of $26 45 -,JcPlo, and yearly $317 41 / -rli-r·
Very respectfully, yours, &c.,
J. EDGAR THOMSON,
Per H. J. LANBAUT, Supt.
Hon. Z. KrnwELL,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.

a.

No. 11.
BosroN AND WORCESTER RAILROAD OFFICE,
Boston, April 11, 1856.
Srn : In reply to your favor of the 7th instant, I have to say, that a
part of the questions which you ask can be replied to in only very
general terms, and by estimates applicable to a peculiar state of facts.
The life of an engine or car, as well as the cost of repairs, will be
more or less according to the amount of service done by it, the char·
acter of its original construction, and the character for evenness,
solidity, g_rades? and curves of the track it is used upon.
An engme will be much affected, also, by the fuel used-coal wearing an engine much faster than wood. More, perhaps, than either of
these causes, the rate of speed affects the duration of all rolling stock.
With a view to all these varieties, for which you will have to make
due allowances, I will give you my best estimates from my own expe-
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Go.st of engin , scry for tlie la t five years.
u ed by u av rage , , 00 ; cond la , .'7,500 ; third
W ights v rying fr m ighteen to twenty-six tons,

Cost of cats.
nrrer~cn.r., sixty eat , $2,000 to 2,500- ay, 2,250.
ar that
t
,000 ach.
·t f r pair ,
00 per annum; durati n, say ten

Freight car
Bo. , eight wheel , 1 6 0 ; platfi rm, 550. Duration about the
same, say ten y ar ; r pairs 1 0 ann ially.
aggagc car cot 1,000 to 2,000- ay $1,500.
urationabout
t1 e am
freights; annual re airs, $250.
N" u c nothing whicl we call truclc.s, except as parts of the above-

n me rar.
Your , very respectfully,

I r. Z.

THO :1. HO KI SON, President, &o.
rm

ELL.

No. 12.
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It is difficult to say what the average bitsiness life of the above is.
in fact, they may be said never to die, except ~hrough acc.ident, a~
their several parts are renewed as fast as they fail, so that, m course
of a few years, no part of the origi~al mach~ne r_emains,. and ye:, that
which pitrports to be the same. still remams m all its efficiency.
"Rollin a stock," run say 100 miles per day, 313 days per year, will
cost for b renewals and repairs sufficient to keep it in permanent
efficiency for use, from 15 to 20 per cent. per annum on its original
cost.
Respectfully,
H. RUNNDELL, President.
Hon. Z. KIDWELL, M. C., Washington.

No. 13.
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE, HUDSON RIVER RAILROAD,

68 Warren street, New York, April 16, 1856.
DEAR Srn: During the fiscal year ending September 30, 1855, we
employed, on an average, 1,238 men, and paid $491,322 36; the road
being 144 miles long.
Yours, &c.,
SAM. SLOAN, President.
Hon. Z. KIDWELL, Washington.

No. 14.
APPLETON'S "MASSACHUSETTS RAILROADS-1842 TO 1855. "

A meeting of several persons interested in the stock of various rail~
road corporations in Massachusetts was recently holden in Boston,
for the purpose of considering the causes of the present great depression of value in that species of property-of examining certain statistics which had been collected in regard to the ~perations of some of
the principal railroads in the State-and of consultation upon the
most expedient mode of securing to stockholders a fair and just return upon the capital in-vested in these enterprises.
An introductory statement was made by Mr. William Appleton,
who submitted certain tables prepared by Mr. William H. Swift, accompanied by _an expression of views and opinions which the meeting
regarded as of great interest and importance. It was determined that
thes~ statements should be printed and widely distributed.
.
It 1s hoped that the facts thus presented will receive the attention
which their importance demands. The reasons of the depreciation of
property, above alluded to, are obvious and the remedy is in the
hands of its owners.
'
BosToN, February 4, 1856.
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Remark of Mr. Appleton.
country i so recent
lifi of many of the tockir commencement may be

in rr ct wa. the c timatc f the cost f
airing th r c 1, an of the amount of it

ep. 274.-~
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In 1835 the gross receipts on this road were .............. .
And the expenses of operating the road were .............. .

$64,654 00
19,125 00

Net .......................................................... .

45,529 00

----

Cost of construction and equipment .................. 1,312,239 00
In 1844, from receipts .......................................... ..
expenses ......................................... .

316,909 00
139,293 00

Net ........ :................................... ...............

177,616 00

Cost of construction and equipment .................. 1,902,555 00
----·-- -

In 1854,_from receipts ........................................... .
expenses ......................................... .

442,497 00
364,478 00

Net .......................................................... .

78,019 00

Cost of construction and equipment .................. 2,158,932 00
From 1839 to 1851, inclusive, the corporation paid dividends of
eight per cent. per annum upon a capital of from $1,698,4g6, in 1839,
to $1,945,646 in 1851; since that time the property has diminished in
value from causes, to a greater or less extent operative upon all roads,
which it is one of the objects of this meeting to investigate.
The Boston and Lowell, Boston and Vvorcester, and Boston and
Providence railroads, were in process of making at nearly the same
time, and the estimates for expense of building did not materially
differ. As the business of the roads increased in ratio with the cost
of putting them in operation, no disappointment was shown at the excess of cost ; on the contrary, the income was such as to cause large
dividends to be made and to reduce the price charged for carrying
passengers and freight, and at the same time to increase their means
of doing business by laying double tracks, extending depot accommodations, and making branch roads, until, as will be seen, the amount
of stock has doubled, and in some cases trebled, the original estimate,
and doubled since the road was in successful operation.
But this is not the only difficulty. A very insufficient allowance
was made for repairs, particularly of the rails, which it is now admitted required to be relaid in from five to ten years.
For the last ten years, while the dividends to the stockholders have
not boen large, the increase of expenditure for permanent additions to
the road ha~ very materially increased, and has been charged to construction without adequate increase of business.
The question occurs, what course should be pursued by which the
cq,pitalist shall receive a fair remuneration for his investment, while
the public are accommodated. There appears to be no other than to
return so far towards the prices charged on pasPengers and freight
when the roads were opened as will effect the object. The charges
made for carrying freight and passengers when the roads were put into
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MASSACHUSETTS RAILROADS-1842 TO 1854.

The accompanying tables are. compiled and. condensed fr~m the official
reports of the several railroad corporations to the legislature.

Table 1 exhibits the work and expenses of all the roads which furnished complete returns-say for the ten roads in 1840, the sixteen in
1846 the thirty-two in 1850, and the thirty-seven in 1854.
It ~as not until the year 1846 that these returns were required to
be made in their present detailed form, hence the number of passengers and the number of tons of freight carried one mile, cannot be
stat~d prior to that year ; but from 1846 forward, they can be stated.
It is obvious that no proper comparison can be made of the work of
one year with another year, or the work of one road with that of
another, without such data, these two items constituting in fact the
greater part of all the work done; expresses, mails, &c., forming a
very small proportion of the cost of doing the work, although they
constitute a considerable item in the yeaTly receipts.
For the present purpose it will be suffijient to show the general results furnished by the operations of the Massachusetts railroads for the
past thirteen years. Referring to table 1, we shall see the net income produced in the four years of 1842, 1846, 1850, and 1854, viz:
1842.

1846.

1850.

Capital employed _____
Net revenue-----~---

$19,241,000
1,012,000

$27,034,000
1,945,000

$50,959,000
3,306,000

Net earnings, per cent.

5.26

7.20

6.49

1854.
$59, 030,000
3,260,000
5.52

The striking result shown in this exhibit, is the fact that $46,000
more was earned in 1850 than in 1854, with $8,000,000 less of capital
employed, or, in 1850 we had about 6½ per cent. against 5½ in 1854.
In 1846 was the highest rnte of all, 7t per cent. Now, in 1846,
121,319,000 passengers or tons of freight were carried one mile, and
the mean rate received was 3rlfoo cents for each, while the expenses
were !-tlfo cents for eac~. In 185_0, 219,717,000 passengers or tons
were rn like manner car:ied one mile, the rate of each being 2/llo~
expenses 1/ilo· And m 1854, 298,741,000 were carried at 2/llo
received, against liflo the cost, or the net revenue on each passenger or ton carried one mile in 1846, ]850, and 1854 was respectively
lr6io'1o, lilio, and lfllo· These results refer to the Massachusetts
roads generally, ?r _to such as furnished reports in full to the legislature .
. The same exh1b1t _for seven of the principal roads out of Boston,
will show the followmg results for the years 1850 and 1854.
1850.

Capital employ~d ............................... $24,502,000
Net revenue....................................... 2,396,000
:Ne~ earnings per cent ........... ...... ......... .

9.78

1854.

$32,938,000
. 2,199,000
6.18

.
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these additional or ext.ra passenger trains; the freight having to wait
or to be out of their way in all cases.
3d. Excess1'.ve speed given to all trains, not only express but accommodation and freight trains; also, arising from the necessity, in. the
last case of keeping out of the way of passenger trains, and frequently ~equirin_g an undue velocity.to be maintained by the freights
between the stations to effect that obJect. .Larger and more expensive
. machines, required to move the passenger trains at the inareaRed speed
the destruction produced by these heavy engines to the iron rails
the bridges, &c.
The injury to both the trains and the track, it is to be remembered,
is not in the simple ratio of the velocity, but it is in the duplicate
ratio, four times the injury when the speed is doubled, nine times
when trebled, &c.
4th. The very great increase in price of all materials required ffYf
use on the road and in the repair shops; the same of every description
of mechanical labor, the very inferior quality of all iron rails ,which
have been manufactured in England for America for these :five or six
years past, nominally cheaper, indeed, than when we paid £10 a £12
per ton, but in reality very much dearer; the bad iron and the
heavier engines and trains,. with their great momentum, combining
to produce the most rapid destruction to the track, and also to the
bridges.
·
5th. The fact that all the older roads in Massachusetts (and many
of the newer) having had to increase their lands at stations, provide
more buildings, &c., and to renew their entire superstructure, inclu<ling a large proportion of the motive power and the wooden bridges,
and this too when prices of all kinds of materials and labor have been
greatly in advance of prices of five or ten years ago.
6th. The preposterous principle laid down by certain men ignorant
of the subject, and having a direct interest in reducing prices, that
low rates of transportation of both passengers and freight is in the
end more productive than higher rates; that more money can be made
by carrying a passenger, say between Boston -and Albany for I½ cents
per mile or $3, than if the price were 2½ cents or $5 · that flour
in large quantities, at 25 cents per bbl. or-$2 50 per tdn, would in
time bring more money into the treasury than at 50 cents, or $5
per ton, &c.
This very acceptable doctrine to forwarders met abundant support
on the part of per sons interested in a particular kind of business, of
course, and so of passengers, if, happily for themselves they were not
'
owners of the non-paying railroad.
. In ~he early management of railroads, prices were fixed rather arbitrarily, as there was no experience to guide in establishing the
proper rates, but we all know that these rates were very much higher
than those of the present day.
A~ this time ~e do know what it costs to do the aggregate work of
a railroad, but m consequence of the manner in which the greater
number of the ~ompanies keep their account of expenses: the e~act
cost of transportrng one passenger one mile, or one ton of freight
one ?1ile, cannot be stated separately ; to do this rigidly, would
require an account to be kept with each engine upon the road, her
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is not known nor can it be determined by the re.ports, for the reasons
before given; whether it costs double to move one ton that it costs
to move one passenger,.or whether mo1:e o_r l,ess, w_e do n_ot positively
know. My own experience, and certam rnformat10n of a tolerably
exact nature, which exists upon this su~ject, has led me to the conclusion that in general with us, it does cost just about twice as much
to move a ton one mile as it does to move a passenger the same distance. I shall so assume it here.
Mean or average cost of one in 1854,
1.82 cts.
Do.•
do
do
two
do .
3. 64 cts.
Calling the proportion as 1 to 2, it will be found that one
1 .213 cts.
passenger costs,
One ton costs . . . . . . . • .
2.426 cts.
in other words, it may be said under this assumption in the relative
cost of passengers and tons, that for the year 1854 it cost, in round
numbers, about 1¼ cents per passenger per mile, and 2½ cents per
ton per mile.
7th. This brings me to mention the commutation or season passengers, so called, on the roads leading out of Boston, and used by
these passengers, say from three to fifteen miles. It has been conceded by nearly all the roads, ~nd for years past, that this class of
business is, for its extent, the very worst of all. I think this remark
will apply to all the roads where the commutation principle prevails,
and nearly in the same degree. Perhaps the Boston and Main e will
furnish the most striking illustration, and as it has been stated that it
was the only company which refused at a convention of all the Boston
roads, held early in 1855, to increase its rates for commutation pas~
sengers, it may be instructive to see what the company received fo.r
this service.
:By the report of an investigating committee of the Boston and
Maine i-a,i lroad, made in September, 1855, there is a return of the
commutation or season passengers for the years 1852, ] 853, and 1854..
The number of these passengers carried one mile during thes.e years
was 1,672, 7057 or about 560,000 per year. These people were carried
an average distance of 8. 72 miles, and at an average cost of very little
more than ¾of one cent per mile, (0. 78,) so that in addition to the
evil of not receiving a remuneration for the work performed by the
company, there was the risk of injuring some of the numerous patrons
of the road in this branch of their bllsiness. It is at least vlain that
there could have been no profit in it. Other roads leading out of
Boston are doing the same thing; but I hope there is no case quite so
bad as _t~is, for_ the directors of the roads! generally, as I understa?d,
are stnvrng to mcrease the rates for this hitherto unprofitable kmd
of work.
What are the consequences of this unwise practice of doing work
at less than remunerating prices? One of them is palpably shown
in a small table herewith, (No. 3), the date for which will be found
in Mr. Mar~in's book on the Stock Market, showing by figures to be
found therern the great depreciation in the market value of seven of
the leading railroads out of Boston, from 1845 to 1856,, the roads being
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But I use these figures merely for illustration ; there are plenty like
them elsewhere.
3. Excessive speed. Heavy engines necessary to maintain this
high velocity, and consequent destruction to motive power, iron rails,
and wooden bridges.
4. Uost of renewing worn-out rails, wooden bridges, &c., and all
these at higher prices for every item except the iron rails, as compared
with those of a period five years back. The rails, however, purchased
at half or two-thirds of the former prices, (10 and 15 years since), being so notoriously inferior in quality that they do not last, undr.r the
heavy engine8 and higher speed, one half the time that the older rails
lasted.
5. The fallacy propagated by a certain school, that an excessive
amount of work, at an infinitely small price, will produce more money
than less work at higher rates. Regarding the maxim to be true,
that" time is money," it is to be inferred that few people ride on
railroads because it is a cheap amusement; they ride because of other
motives, business, &c., and they are willing to pay a fair price for the
privilege, as we know.
Suppose, for example, that the Western Railroad should advertise
to the world, that during the year 1856, passengers might pass between Albany and Boston .free). after a month of novelty, how many
would be found throwing away their time in this unprofitable employment? . It is not likely, either, that the number of passengers would
be increased by demanding one or two dollars for the -ride; nor would
the same sum, more or less, deter any from the journey, if business
or pleasure should be the motive for undertaking it; in short, none
would go who had not some other object in view than a cheap ride;
for loss of time, if no other consideration, would prevent.
These are some of the causes which, in my opinion, have brought
about the great depreciation in the value of railroad securities. The
remedy is certainly within the control of the proprietors of the roads,
and there is no doubt that directors will cheerfully obey any proper
instructions tending to improve the condition of their property which
the stockholders may deem it expedient to give them.
Having expressed an opinion upon the causes-which have led to the
present depressed condition of railroad property I will venture the
further expression of an opinion as to the proper ;emedy to be applied
to counteract the evil.
1st. To increase, generally, the rates for all kinds of transportation
on the Massachusetts railroads, but more particularly in freight, and
· in that part of it which is usually. denominated the second and third
classes in the tariff.
2d. That no competition be entered into between any two roads for
a business which does not in itself afford a reasonable profit; competition need not imply _Positive loss, but we may be assured tha~ it h_as
produced that result m many cases within the last five years m railroad transportation.
3d. That the mi_leage or the daily number of trains for passe~~er
traffic be reduced m all cases where it can be done without manitest
injury to the reasonable accommodation of the travelling community.
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No. 1.

~

Cl':>

Operations of Massachusetts railroads-thirteen years.
1842.

1846.

I

1850.

Number of railroads in operation___________________________ __________
10
Number of miles iu operation------·--------------------------------431
Cost ________________________ dollars__ ___ ______________________ __ ___
19,241,800
Recdpts from passengers ________ do__ _________________________________
_1,217,800
Receipts from freight ____ • ______ do ____________ _______________________
669,600
Receipts from other sources _____ do __________________ . _______ • __ __ _ _ _
84, 200
Total receipts _______ • _________ do ___ _________ ------------·---------1,971,700
Expenses of maintenance of way do ____________ -· __ .. ___ .. _... _.. ___ ..
190,800
Expenses of motive power.- .... <io ..... --····-···-···-···-- -·····---163,300
Expenses of miscellaneous ....•• do.·--·--···--·-·---·······--··-···-·
605,200
Total expenses _. __ ... __ . _.• __ . do .. _..• _.............• __ . ___ . _. ___ . .
959, 400
Net i~come ···-···-·-··-·-····do .. --·--···-······--····-···········
1,012,300
Expenses, per cent .... _... _.. __ ... __ ..... _.... __ . ____ .... _. _. _......
48. 7
Receipts, per mile run .. _.dollars .. _... _.. ·- ... __ ._-·- ___ .... _.. _. __ .
I. 48
Expenses, per mile nm ...... do ........ ··--·---·-···-··-··-···--·---0. 72
Net income, per mile run_._.do_·-··----····-· ·---·····-·····-·-···-·
0. 76
Miles run by passenger trains··--·---····-···--···-····--··-····--···
824,000
Miles run by freight trains·--····--·-·-···--···-···-····-······--··-420,500
Total miles run, (including gravel) ..... _.... __ .. __ .. _... __ .. _. ___ .....
1,334,700
Number of passengers carried 1 mile·--·-·--····-·······-·······--··-···-·····-···--··
N um lier of tons carried 1 mile __ ...• ___ . ___ .. __ ... _.. _• . __ ••.. _. __ . _..... ___ .. _.. _. _• _
Aggregate of passengers and tons carried 1 mile _. __ . _•. __ •. _. __.... __ .... - - ..... - - .. __ _
Receipts per passenger or per ton_. __ .. do.---··----··--· ··-· --··- ---·· ·---····-·-·--·Expenses per passenger or per ton . __ . _do _____ ••.. _... __ ...... __ . _• __ ... - - .. - . - . - - - . __

16
622
27,034,900
2,018, 100
1,467,900
119 , 200
3,642,100
313,700
331,500
1,050,600
1,696,500
1,945,500
46. 6
I. 56
0.73
0. 83
1,435 , 700
746 ,500
2,339,400
82,024,200
39,295,000
121,319,200
3. 002
I. 398

32
1,092
50,959,400
3.404,900
2,608,700
296,500
6,419,500
578,600
485,700
1,995,600
3,112,700
3,306,700
48.5
I. 52
0.74
0.78
2,607,600
1,32 7,000
4,215,800
147,605,600
72, 111, 900
219,717,500
2. 923
1. 416

Net receipts per passenger or per ton- .. do.--------···-· ··--···--·---··I···----···-··-·-

I. 604

1. 507

1854.
37
1,194
59,030,400
4,495,800
3,725,100
3-1-6,400
8,696,200
1,233,076
1,008,000
3,135,800
5,435,700
3,260,400
62.5
1. 57
0. 98
0. 59 .
3,314,400
1,962, 100
5,531,064
194, 158,800
104,583,0 00
298,741,800
2. 911
I. 820
1. 091
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Year 1650.

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

I

Eastern.

3: !20,_3~1
Gro~recc1pt:,; ____________ __ do__
:.>!9,016
~xpensCS---- --- ----·------dO.2-!,ai6?
Net re,·enuc _______ ____ ____ do__
311.41:.>
Miles run by trains------------311,004
1,~sen~crscnrric<l one mile ______ 14.656,349
Tons_ frc'.~~~- cnrri_ed o~e mile.- - . .
1. b2~, 5~0
Pns~cn-gc-ti,
ton~ cnmed_1 mile __ 16,480,819
Rcc:.:!ipt:- pns~cng1:r or ton, 1 mile __
3. 27
Expen~~------tlo ...... do .••• _. 1
1.34

I

Boston and ' Boston and I• Fitchburg.
lfaine.
I Lowell.
1

Cost· of r~d nnrl equipment, dolls

&

I
I

4,021, 6~~
1. 945 . 6~6
594.9~3
4?~ - 4-21
~8~,41~
2:.>1, 884
30o . 48:.>
148,537
468 . 590
235.995
19,788,934
9,706,190
4. 4~5. ~0! , ~· ~63. ~16
24. 2:.>4. 13:.> l:.>, 069, 606
2. 45
2. 61
1.18
1.65

!

1.93

I

1.2;

0.96

,

1.30

12. Rcceiptspermilerun,(train.s).---1
13. Expenses ______ (Jo ______ do______

1z3.0
11.0

II

127.0
62 .0

172.0
109.0

I

1-1z.o

l

15. E.xpent-cs,pcrcent. ____________ !

102.0
41.11

Bo<;;ton nncl
Providence.

I

61 . 0

;

65 .0

63.0

I

80.0

I

48.65

63.-14

I

46:60

I

1.96

I

Hi.O
6-1-.0

I
I

Ok:~~ny.

Boston nod

"\Yorcester.
4, ~~- ~- 64S
10~,?-!~
3~"'~3':S
309,608
436,1!19
19,;;;;1,o:n
9_.~63, ::IS~
9
-9 , -14, 101
2. 59
1.36

3. ~~2. 282
3_,4!6: -2~~
:.>~! ·6~7
31_1),,_,
2:.>,.?~3
!0!:~3~
294,:.>24
_os, ,9,
375.424
251 _.950
14,299 . 205
8.412,20;;
8, ~84 . 6!!
2, 222. l~?
22,083 . g __ 10,634, 3:.>:.>
2. 44:
3. 4-S
1
1.14:
1.52

II. Netm·enue ••• do ••••.• do ••..• -1

H. Xet revenuo~ __do_ ... . . do ______

I

I
!

I

1.23

173.0
91.0

S3.0

I

82.0

43.68

I

52.56

2. 29:_~. 5~429~,!,0
210,1~2
~0.46:,
216,&79
-..,10:i.HG
1. ~~8. ?S;
9,311. .:13.,
3. 16
2.30

I

I

0.86

I
I
I

137.0
99.0

38.0
72.85

Western.

9,963, 70~
1,369 .~13
~~7,;,~9
161,91H
768,7(;4
21.941,:rn8
2~, 20~: ~08
41. Hr, 106
2. 90
1.29

1.61

I
I
1

1zs.o
19.0

~

i>-

Q
l-:j

8
~

,...

~

o

~
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~
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No. 2-Continued.
-·-----···--·

Year 1854.

Eastern.

Boston and
Maine.

Boston and

4,179,535
906,790
485,228
421,561
569,189
28,473,879
9,165,196
37,639,075
2.41
1. 29

2,158,932
442,991
338,316
104,175
286,458
9,221,761
8,223,586
17,445,347
2.54
1. 94

1. 12

1. 60

Lowell.

-::J
(X)

I Fitchburg.

Boston and
Providence.

Boston and
Worcester.

Old Colony.

Western.

---

1. Cost, road and equipment, dolls_ 4, 447,459
2. Gross receipts ______________ do __
730 , 269
3. Expenses ________ __________ do __
383,844
4. Net revenue ____________ ___ do __
346,425
5. Miles run by trains ___________ . _
390,560
6. Passengers carried 1 mile- ____ _• . 16,029,380
7. Tons freight __ do ___ _do ____ _____ 2,896,771
8. Passengers & tons ___ do_ •. ______ 18,926,151
~- Receipts 1 pass. or 1 ton 1 mile ..
3.86
10. Expenses __ do ____ do ______ do ____
2.03
11. Net revenue ____ _do . ____ _do ____

12. Receipts per mile run, (trains). ___
13. Expenses, do ..•. do. __ ._ .do. ___
14. Net revenue._. __ do _____ .do. ___

--

1. 83
148.0
76
72

•

15. Expenses, per cent _____________

!.i

52.56

151. 0
85.0
66. 0
53. 51

.

154.0
112. 0

I
I
I
I

3,611 , 821
3,730,965
544-,829
704,638
647, 919()
335,703
209,126
56,719
330,590
505,034
17,312,208 11,995,218
5,176,14-4
11,869,692
29,181,900 17,171,362
3. 17
2.42
1. 96
2.20
0.20
140. 0
127.0

1. 21

163.0
100.0

4, 856,370 -----------952 , 894 -----------610,755 -----------342,139 -----------551,847 -----------26,408,157 -----------12,057,532 -----------38,465,689 -----------2.48
----- ------1. 59
-----------0.89
173.0
108.0

I

42.0
76.38

I
I

13. 0
91. 95

63.0
61. 62

65.0
64. 10

9,953,258
1,763,944
1,045,241
718,703
989,432
28,684,552
32,284,823
60,969,375
2.89
1. 71

------ - -----

1. 18

----------- ------------

178.0
106.0

------------

72.0

------------

59.28

Fitchburg report that working expenses are $431,922 in 1854, balance expended on new buildings, new cars, &c.
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No. 3 .

.Average marlcet value of railroad ha1·e during the year 1845, and the
mark t value in January, 1856.
orporati n .

Amount.

East rn . ___________ _

Main __________ ___ _
Fitch burg . _________ _
Low ,11 . ____________ _
Wor t•r. _________ _

·w
~. t •rn - - - - • - - •• - - Provi<l n · _________ _

I
I

of
Prices,
·bar s. Jo.q., 1856.
T

•

11 962, 000 1 I 000
2,576,000 23,000
2,220,000 1 500
2, l!iO, 000 1 , 0 0
4-, 165, 000 3", 000
3, liO,
30, 0 0
2, 39G, GOO 1 21,600

46
.J:
14 ~
63
5
9
64.

Amount.

$82 ,000
1,932,000
1,37 ,250
1,113,400
2,975,000
2, (i70 000
1,3 2,400

,--,-----

164,000 ------ 18,539,600 164,100 ----------

12,279,000

i~rnco _____

6,260,600
1,539,600
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No. 4.
Cost of maintenance of way, and ?,f rt:pairs of e"!'gines and cars, on eacli
of the following roads, per mile run by trains, from 1846 to 1850
inclusive, five years.
· '

IMilestrains.
run by

Road.

mil .

Dollars.

Cent,s.

Dollars.

Cent,s .

1 ' . 66
15.72
11. 37
. 17
22.41
10. 45
13. 07
10.57

547,651
355,621
191,209
14 ', 35G
296,3 0
97,659
133,136
109,31

14. 56
17. 23
10.55
9.39
24. G5
7. 20
11. 42
12. 12

79,330

13. 66

I

-- - .Miles.

W Gstcrn ____ - - - - - - - -

Boston and W orcestcr _
Boston and Maine ___ Fitchburg . __ - - _- - - - Boston and Lowell ___
Eastern . _____ ______ _
Boston and Providence
Old Colony __________

o. per Repairs of Do. per Total
engine
mile.
per
and cars.
mile.

Maintenance
of way.

3, G96, 713
2,0G3,632
1, 12 422
1,557,937
1, 202,0
1,356,136
1,165,079
901,543

690,049
321,521
20G,136
127 307
269,440
142,04
152 32
95,734

13,755,550

2,004,563

14. 57 1

-

Cenu.

33. 22
32. 95
21. 92
17. 56
47. 06
17. 65
24. 49
22. 69
28. 2,3

No. 5.
Table exhibiting the quantity of work done in five years, ( 1846 to 1850,
inclusive)) on each of the following roads, expressed in passengers carried one mile and 1.'.n tons of freight carried one mile). also, the gross
expenses of each road for the same period. For the purposes of this
comparison, the cost of transporting a passenger one mile, and a ton of
freight one mile, is assumed to be the same.

Roads.

Number ofpassen- Gro s expenses. Cost per passenger or per
gers and number
of tons carried
ton, per mile
one mile, aggrecarried.
gate.

Wes tern ___________________________
Boston and Worcester ___ • ____ __ ______
Boston and Maine ___________________
Fitchburg __________ . _______________
Boston and LowelL __________________
Eastern --- -- ----------------------Boston and Providence _______________ ·
Old Colony _________________________

Doll,ars.

Oenis.

213,925,952
126,499,456
92,997, 700
82,702,400
82,227,452
74 720,643
50,118,288
36,198,135

2,937,593
1,899,845
1,237,515
1, 077 ,169
1,258,5 19
985,066
860,220
721,912

1. 373
1. 502
1. 330
1. 302
1. 535
1. 318
1. 716
1. 994

759,390,026

10, 977 , 839

I. 445

-
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No. 6.
',I'aole ·exhibiting the useful effect, or work done for each mile run by
trains, on thef0llowing roads from 1846 to 1850, inclusive, expressed
in !Jassengers a,nd tons of freight carried one mile .

Roads.

1Vestom _ __.•. - . - . - - - -- -- - - - - . - - - - -

Boston and W orcestcr ________ .. _____ _
Bo ton and Maine _. ____ . _• __ - _- - .. __
Fitchbtttg __ - __________________ ____ .Boston and Lowell-_. __________ . - ___ _
.Ea tern __ . _- _. ____ . _________ . ___ - ..
J3o ·ton and Providence - . __ . - • - - . - - .. ld olony .. ____ - . - _•• - .•• - - - - - - . - -

R Hep.214-6

.Aggregate of Aggregate passen- .Average nummil s nm by
gers and tons,
ber carried
the trains.
freight.
for
each
mile.

3,696, 71.3
2,063,632
J, 12,422
J,557,937
1,202,0 8
1,356,136
1,165,079
901,543

213,925,952
126,4.99,456
92,907,700
2,702,100
82,227,4.52
74-,720,643
50,118,288
36,19 ,135

13,755,550

759,390,026

57. 9
Gl. 3
51. 3

53. 8
68 .4

55. 1
43. 0

4-0.0

54. 12

No. 7.

00

N>

Table exhibiting the number of passengers carried one mile, arid the n_umber of t?ns of .freight carried one mile ; also the
amount received for transportatfon of passengers, and amount received for freight, &c., on each of the following roads,
ditring the yearB 1846 to 1850, inclusive.
I

Gross receipts.

Number carried oue mile.
Road.

Gross
expenses.

Trains, miles
run.
:Passengers.

Tons freight. Total 1 mile.

Passengers.

1

3,696, 7l3
2,063,632
l,812,4-22
L557,93'i
1,202,088
1,35G,136
I, 165,079
901,543

9'1,,960,518 118,965,434 213,925,952
19,482,610 47,016,846 126,499,456
75,812,377 17,185,323 92,997,700
52,739,430 29,962,970 82,702,400
48,641 , 939 33,585,513 82,227,452
7,029,735 74,720,643
67,690,908
9, 920,934 50,118,288
40,197,354
4,884,585 36 , 198,135
31,313,~50

>

Q
Cl

-·

$2,595,538
].., 645, 111
1,596,428
980,951
953,224
1,339,556
1,145,810
758,434

$3,653,60J
1!809,356
893,1~0
1,221,362
1,163,675
987,553
657,820
336,969

$6,249,139
3,454,467
2,489,558
2,208,313
2,116,899
2,327,109
1,803,630
1,095,403

ta

$2,937,593
L 899,845
1, 237,.515
1,077,169
1,258,519
985,066
860,220
721,912

47.0
54.9
49.7
48.7
59,4
42.3
47.7
65.9

II, 015, 052 1 10, 729, 466 1 21 , 744, 518

10, 977,839

>
>-4

t-4

~

0

~
>

~

t1

1--i

·-

~·otals- - - - - - - - - 1 13, 755, 550 490, 838, 6i 6 i!8, 551, 340 759,390 , 026

~

~

Freight, &c. lTot'I receipts.

W estcrn __ •• __ ,.. _... _ • • __
Boston au d Worcester_ • __
Boston and Maine _______
Fitch burg ___ •• ___ • •• • __
Boston and Lowell . _~ ____
Eastern __ ••• _. ___ • _• ___
Boston and Providence. __
Old Colony _____________ i

Expenses
per cent.

~0.4

~

t,,j
~
~

>
i,;
pd

No. 8.
1s/012

and Pro1.:idence Railroacl-1842 to 1849. inclusii:e.

1~4-2.

18-!3.

18H.

18-1-5.

1846.

184-i.

18-!8.

1849.

1

~onst of n~ntl null equipment. - - - - - - - s1,:9~ 1 800 00 $1,914,400 00 $1,~86, ~00 00 $1,?~4-,600 001$2, 109,-100 00~$2.? ~'.1, iOO 00~$3,?~l, 100 00 $3,~!0, 200 00
Grossrct·t•1pts_____________________
_36,400 00
233.300 00
_83,,00 00
3.:>0,600 00
360,800 OOl .~63,300 00
3oL300 00
3.>4,300 00
Uros,.; e:xpen~1,;s____________________
112,800 00
125.300 00
113,800 00
152,800 00
169,600 00
lGi,900 00
182,200 00
163,600 00
~et r,:,cllllt.'

----------------------1

~t•cciptspcrmi~cruu______________

l'..xpcnsc,- per nule run - .. - - - - •.. - . -I

123,600 00
li~OO
8.> 00

108,000 00
li~OO
9.:> 00

169,800 00
20600
83 00

19i,800 00
20~00
81 00

191,100 00
lb~OO
8.> 00

195,400 00
16100
74 00

li2.000 00
1;~001
, o 00

190,600 00
14~00
6, 00

"'d

>

;
p:j

~

p:j

:S-et. rtwenttc per mile run __________ _

?.lilesrun by trnins _______________ _
Rxpen,-es, per rent, _______________ _
Net int•om(·, pcr cent. on cost. _____ •

94 00

132,200
47.88
6.59

83 00
131. 400

53.52
5. 6-!

123 00

137.100
-1-0. H
9.06

113 00
175.200
43. 59
10. Oi

96 00

19~.900
47.09
fU,5

s1

226.200

,6. 28
7. 68

ooi

0

71 00

78 00

~
C,

---------- >
z
2J3.000
24-1-.800

i

I

51.41
5. Oi

- -- - ------- ------

46. 33
5. 66

C,

1-3

t;:j

t-t
t,:j

~

~

>"d

~

<:.o
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No. 15.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT'

Register's Office, June 28, 1856.
SIR: I have the honor to enclose a statement exhibting the imports
to and exports from California, for five years preceding the close of
the past fiscal year, and regret that the information is not more com.
plete.
The inter-commercial State trade requested cannot be furnished as
no account of the same has heretofore been required of the collectors
of customs; but it is hoped that Congress will, by carrying out the
joint resolution on this subject passed at the present session, enable
the department to lay it before them.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
F. BIGGER, Register.

Hon. Z.

KIDWELL,

House of Representatives.

Statement exhibiting tke value of imports to and exports from California,
from Jime 30, 1850, to June 30, 1855 .
Exports.

I

Years ending-

Imports.

II

]foreign.
June 30,
30,
30,
30,
30,

185L ________
1852- -- -----1853 .........
1854. ........
1855 • ........

a$13,531
b4,648,587
alOl,312
8,407,701
5,951,379

Total - _.. ____ .....

19,122,510

Domestic.

Total.

No returns __ • No returns ___ No returns.
No returns ___ No returns ___ No returns.
No returns ___ No returns ... No returns.
$3,423,395
$1,239,419
c$2, 183 , 976
8,224,066
1,034,651
7,189,4 15
-

2,274, 070

9,373,391

11 , 647,461

a Informal.
b No details.
c In part only.

F. BIGGER, Register,
TREASUR

DEPARTMENT,

Re,gi:ster' s Office, June 28, 1856.

1

